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8th Grade - Grading Period 4 Overview 
 

Ohio's New Learning Standards  
 Forces between objects act when the objects are in direct contact or when they are not touching.  

(8.PS.1)  
 There are different types of potential energy. (8.PS.3)  

d 

Clear Learning Targets  
"I can"  

______ identify forces that act at a distance, such as gravity, magnetism, and  electrical.  

______ describe some of the properties of magnets and some of the basic behaviors of magnetic forces  

______ use a field model to explain the effects of forces that act at a distance.  

______ generate an electric current by passing a conductive wire through a magnetic field and quantify  

electric current, using a galvanometer or multimeter.  

______ demonstrate that the Earth has a magnetic field.  

______ explain that objects and particles have stored energy due to their position from a reference point and  

this energy has the potential to cause motion.  

______ explain that a field originates at a source and radiates away from that source decreasing in strength. 

______ demonstrate how electrons transfer electrical and magnetic (electromagnetic) energy  

through waves.  

______ plan, design, construct and implement an electromagnetic system to solve a real-world problem.  
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Essential Vocabulary/Concepts  

 
8.PS.3 8.PS.1 
Atoms Attraction 
Chemical Potential Energy Conductor 
Compression Earth’s Magnetic Field 
Elastic Potential Energy Electric Current 
Electric Potential Electromagnetic (energy, wave, field, induction) 
Electrically Charged field model 
Energy Galvanometer 
Gravitational Potential Energy Generator 
Magnetic Potential Energy Insulator 
Mass Ions 
Stretch Magnetic field (lines) 
Thermal Energy Magnetic poles 
  Multimeter 
  Negative charge 
  Negative pole 
  Positive charge 
  Positive pole 
  Repulsion 
   

 
 
 
 



8th Grade Science Unit:  

Force Field Physics  
Unit Snapshot  
 

Topic: Forces and Motion  

Grade Level: 8  
 

 

Summary  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Duration:  
8 days  

The following activities support students as they climb a scaffold to discover  

and apply field theory to lessons about electrical, magnetic and gravitational  

fields. Electrical and gravitational potential energy is also briefly touched  

upon. The unit culminates with a design challenge entitled Junk Yard Wars.  
 

CLEAR LEARNING TARGETS  
"I can"statements  
 

______ identify forces that act at a distance, such as gravity, magnetism, and  

electrical.  
 

______ describe some of the properties of magnets and some of the basic behaviors  

of magnetic forces  
 

______ use a field model to explain the effects of forces that act at a distance.  
 

______ generate an electric current by passing a conductive wire through a  

magnetic field and quantify electric current, using a galvanometer or 

multimeter.  
 

______ demonstrate that the Earth has a magnetic field.  
 

______ explain that objects and particles have stored energy due to their position  

from a reference point and this energy has the potential to cause motion.  
 

______ explain that a field originates at a source and radiates away from that source  

decreasing in strength.  
 

______ demonstrate how electrons transfer electrical and magnetic  

(electromagnetic) energy through waves.  
 

______ plan, design, construct and implement an electromagnetic system to solve a  

real-world problem.  
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Activity Highlights and Suggested Timeframe  
 
 

Engagement: Students view a video on scientific discovery and  

creation of a force field to protect astronauts from solar radiation.  

Day 1  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Days 2-3  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Day 4  

Students manipulate magnets and iron filings to look for  

characteristics and behaviors and devise a "theory of magnets."  

 
 

Exploration:  

a. Using the simulation entitled Coulomb's Law, plan and  

implement a scientific investigation to determine the  

relationship between either distance and force or charge and force 

for two charges. Analyze the data to determine patterns and 

trends. Formulate a conclusion about the relationship.  

b. In Jump Rope Generator, students generate an electrical  

current using an extension cord and the Earth's magnetic field.  

c. Electric Field Hockey is a web-based game that has students  

exploring the effects of electrical fields.  
 

 

Explanation: In Field Role Play, students learn how electrons transfer  

their energy in waves that travel outward from a source.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Days 5-6  

 

 
 
 
 

Elaboration: Junk Yard Wars Design Challenge  

Design and build a prototype of an electromagnet that can be  

attached to a system to lift and move a limited mass of iron junk. The  

force of attraction lifting the junk must be able to be released to 

deposit the precise mass of junk in the desired location.  
 
 
 
 
 

Day 7  

and on-going  
 

 
 
 
 

Day 8  

 

 
 
 
 

Evaluation:  

A teacher-created short cycle assessment will be administered at  

the end of the unit to assess all clear learning targets (Day 7).  
 

 
 
 

Extension/Intervention: Based on the results of the short-cycle  

assessment, facilitate extension and/or intervention activities.  
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LESSON PLANS  

NEW LEARNING STANDARDS:  
8.PS.1 Forces between objects act when the objects are in direct contact or when they are 

not touching.  
• Magnetic, electrical and gravitational forces can act at a distance.  

Note: Direct contact forces were addressed in the elementary grades.  

8.PS.3 There are different types of potential energy.  
• Gravitational potential energy is associated with the mass of an object and its distance from a  

reference point (center of gravity.)  
• Electrical potential energy is associated with the charge of an object and its distance from a  

reference point (another charge.)  
 

SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY and APPLICATION PRACTICES:  
During the years of grades K-12, all students must use the following scientific inquiry and application practices with appropriate  
laboratory safety techniques to construct their knowledge and understanding in all science content areas:  

• Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering) that guide scientific  
investigations  

• Developing descriptions, models, explanations and predictions.  
• Planning and carrying out investigations  
• Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering) that conclude  

scientific investigations  
• Using appropriate mathematics, tools, and techniques to gather data/information, and analyze and  

interpret data  
• Engaging in argument from evidence  
• Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating scientific procedures and explanations  

*These practices are a combination of ODE Science Inquiry and Application and Frame-work for K-12  
Science Education Scientific and Engineering Practices  

COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS for LITERACY in SCIENCE:  
*For more information: http://www.corestandards.org/assets/CCSSI_ELA%20Standards.pdf  
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.3 Follow precisely a multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking  
measurements, or performing technical tasks.  

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.7 Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a text with  
a version of that information expressed visually (e.g., in a flowchart, diagram, model, graph, or table).  

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.4 Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words  
and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 6-8 texts and topics.  

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.9 Compare and contrast the information gained from experiments, simulations,  
video, or multimedia sources with that gained from reading a text on the same topic.  

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.2d Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain  
the topic.  

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.8.2f Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from and supports the  
information or explanation presented.  

STUDENT KNOWLEDGE:  
Prior Concepts Related to Forces  
K-2: Forces are pushes and pulls. Forces are required to change the motion of an object. Magnetic, gravitational 

and electrical forces act without touching.  
Grades 3-5: The amount of change in movement of an object is based on the mass of the object and the amount of 

force exerted. The speed of an object is defined and calculated.  
Grades 6-7: An object's motion can be described by its speed and the direction in which it is moving. An object's 

position and speed can be measured and graphed as a function of time.  
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Prior Concepts Related to Energy  
PreK-2: The sun is the principal source of energy (ESS). Plants get energy from sunlight (LS).  
Grades 3-5: Energy is the ability to cause motion or create change. Heat, electrical energy, light, sound and  
magnetic energy are forms of energy. Earth's renewable and nonrenewable resources can be used for energy (ESS). 

All processes that take place within organisms require energy (LS).  
Grades 6-7: All matter is composed of atoms. Each substance has its own unique, unchanging composition  
of type and number of atoms. There are two general categories of energy: kinetic and potential. Energy can be 

transformed or transferred, but is never lost. The thermal energy of water changes during the water cycle  
(ESS). Thermal energy transfers in the oceans and the atmosphere contribute to the formation of currents  
that influence global climate patterns (ESS). Plants transform light energy into the potential energy  
contained in organic molecules, which can be transformed into thermal and other forms of energy when the molecules 

are broken down (LS).  
 

Future Application of Concepts  
Forces: High School: The strength of the force between two charges is calculated using Coulomb's Law. 

Electromagnetic induction is applied to generator sand motors. DC circuits are studied.  
Energy: High School: Gravitational potential energy will be calculated for objects at varying heights and  
kinetic energy will be calculated for moving objects. Conservation of energy will be explored  
mathematically. Elastic potential energy will be calculated for different systems. Electric potential and electric 

potential energy will be introduced.  
 

MATERIALS:  
Engage  

• Small bar magnets found in the  
Electromagnet Kit  

• Sealed iron filings  
• Interactive notebooks or journals  

Explore  
• Coulomb's Law Exploration sheet  
• Jump Rope Generator Teacher's Guide  
• 100ft extension cord  
• Navigational compass  
• Galvanometer or multimeter (7th grade has)  
• Electric Field Hockey 1/student  

Explain  
• Fields Are Everywhere Entrance Ticket  

1/student  
• Fields Teacher Procedure  
• Fields Role Play Activity Resource • 

Text message Exit Ticket 1/student  
Elaborate  

• Junk Yard Wars Design Challenge  
• How to Make an Electromagnet  
• Large iron nails  
• (per team) iron nail, 1 ft. length of copper  

wire with 2cm. insulation stripped from each  
end, D battery, 15 paperclips  

• Possible materials for designs can be string,  
rulers, tape, heavy cardboard, scrap  
Styrofoam, clean used milk cartons, alligator clips 

and knife switches from CPO circuit kits, craft 

sticks, glue, small pulleys, etc.  

 

VOCABULARY:  
Primary  
Attraction 

Conductor  
Earth's magnetic field  
Electrical current  
Electromagnetic (energy, field, wave, induction)  
Field model  
Galvanometer  
Generator  
Insulator  
Ions  
Magnetic field (lines)  
Magnetic poles  
Multimeter  
Negative charge  
Negative pole 

Positive charge  
Positive pole  
Repulsion  
 
 
Secondary  
Radiate  
Repel 

Theory  
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• All lab safety rules, procedures, and precautions should be  
SAFETY  followed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADVANCED  

PREPARATION  

 

Engage  
• Test the video link  
• Gather materials for the magnet exploration  
• Review Bar Magnets Teacher's Guide  

Explore  
• The teacher demonstrates this to the whole class, but If you are having  

students do this in the computer lab, copy Coulomb's Law Exploration.  
This is a reference sheet and should not be written on, so one per 

computer should be enough for all class sections.  
• Gather 100 ft. extension cord, galvanometer (or multi-meter from 7th  

grade), compass, and test ability to make the circuit.  
• Copy Jump Rope Generator: Observations (1/student) • (Day 3) 

Schedule student time in computer lab.  
• Copy Electric Field Hockey 1/student  

Explain  
• Copy Fields Are Everywhere Entrance Ticket 1/student  
• Copy text message Exit Ticket 1/student  

Elaborate  
• Strip 2cm. insulation from each end of 1 ft. length of copper wire (1/lab  

group)  
• If distributing Junk Yard Wars Design Challenge, make copies  
• Copy How to Make an Electromagnet 1/team  
• Set up materials table for design challenge (must have D batteries, 1 ft.  

copper wire lengths, iron nails) See materials list for other suggested items. 

Students can provide additional items from home.  
 

Objective: Students will learn and use content specific vocabulary related to  
force fields. Students will learn basic properties of magnets and 

magnetic forces.  

What is the teacher doing?  
Magnet Exploration (Day 1)  

• Ask students to be able to tell  
who the force field protects,  
what it protects from, and why  

What are the students doing?  

ENGAGE  
( 1 Day)  

(What will draw students into the  
learning? How will you determine 

what your students already know  
about the topic? What can be 

done at this point to identify and 

address misconceptions? Where 

can connections be made to the  
real world?)  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

they don't need to create one  
for around the Earth.  

• Show the video Scientists  
Develop a Magnetic Force 

Field http://youtu.be/IXEC-  
v5lQ64  

• Ask students to share their  
discoveries.  

• Divide the class into small  
groups. (See Bar Magnets  
Teacher's Guide)  

• Distribute the small bar  
magnets found in the CPO  
electromagnet kit, one pair for 

each group.  
• Distribute sealed iron filings.  

 
 
1. Students watch a video to  

gather information on force 

fields.  
 

2. Students present findings.  
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• Direct to students to explore  3. Students experience magnets  
the materials and record their  and record their findings.  
observations in their interactive  
notebooks or journals. Tell  
them that they will formulate  
their conclusions into a "Theory  
of Magnets"  

• Facilitate explorations, guiding  
students to use vocabulary  
[poles, positive, negative,  
attract, repel, magnetic field  
(lines)]  

• As a conclusion, have students  
formulate a class "Theory of 

Magnets." Guide students to  
articulate behavior rules for  
magnets. (like charges repel;  
opposite charges attract;  
There is a field around a  
magnet that gets weaker the 

further you move away from  
the magnet.)  

4. Students use content specific  
vocabulary in collaboration.  
 
 
 

5. Students formulate a "Theory  
of Magnets" to explain the 

behaviors observed.  

Objectives: Students will use a field model to discover the effects of distance  
and charge strength have on forces acting on atomic particles.  
Students will learn that a conductive wire moving through a  
magnetic field will generate an electric current. (electromagnetic  
induction)  
Students will observe that Earth has a magnetic field.  
Students will gain a sense of the vector nature of the electric field.  

What is the teacher doing?  
Coulomb's Law Exploration (Day 2)  

• Display Coulomb's Law  
Simulation. (See Coulomb's  
Law Exploration.)  

• http://employees.oneonta.  

What are the students doing?  
Coulomb's Law Exploration (Day 2)  

EXPLORE  
(2 Days)  

(How will the concept be  
developed? How is this relevant to 

students' lives? What can be done 

at this point to identify and  
address misconceptions?)  

edu/viningwj/sims/coulom  
bs_law_s.html  

• Conduct the exploration.  
Note that one of the ions 

can be moved and one 

remains stationary.  
• Call on students one at a  

time to make one change in 

the strength of the ion's 

charge.  
• Have students observe the  

resulting change in force. • 

Now call on students one  
at a time to change the 

distance between ions.  
• Have students observe the  

resulting change in force.  

 
 

1. Students observe the effect of  
changing an ion's strength of  
charge on the forces acting on  
a pair of charged particles 

using the simulation.  
 
 
 

2. Students observe the effect of  
changing the distance  
between ions on the forces 

acting on a pair of charged 

particles.  
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• Have small groups (2-3)  3. Students draw conclusions and  
discuss their observations  summarize in student language  
and make rules about the  Coulomb's Law.  
forces acting on a pair of charge 

particles.  
• Summarize Coulomb's Law  

(The amount of force  
increases as the amount of  
charge increases. The  
amount of force decreases  
as the distance between  
charges increases.)  

• Move students, extension  
cord and galvanometer to a large 

outside area.  
• Follow the Jump Rope  4. Students gather observations  

Generator Teacher's  from the Jump Rope  
Guide  Generator Demonstration.  

• Assign homework to  5. Students use their observations  
students to answer the  to answer questions about  
questions from their  generating electric current 

observation of the Jump  using Earth's magnetic field. 

Rope Generator.  
 

Electric Field Hockey (Day 3)  
• Distribute Electric Field Hockey  

to students. Have them follow  
directions as you facilitate their 

explorations.  

 

Electric Field Hockey (Day 3)  
6. Students complete game-like  

challenges based on 

Coulomb's Law.  

Objectives: Students will demonstrate the effects of electrical fields interacting  
at a subatomic level. Students will visualize electromagnetic energy moving 

across a distance.  

What is the teacher doing?  
Fields (Day 4)  

• As students enter, distribute  
"Fields Are Everywhere" as an  
entrance ticket (formative  
pre-assessment.) Note students  

What are the students doing?  
Fields (Day 4)  

1. Students are answering a  
multiple choice question and 

extended response question  
about fields and applying their  

EXPLAIN  
(1 day)  

(What products could the  
students develop and share?  

How will students share what they  
have learned? What can be  

done at this point to identify and  
address misconceptions?)  

who are still struggling with an  
understanding of field theory or 

who have misconceptions  
to be addressed in today's 

lesson.  
• See Fields Teacher Procedure  
• See Fields Role Play Activity  

Resource  
• Distribute the Exit Ticket for  

student completion.  
• Collect and evaluate for  

intervention and acceleration.  

knowledge to a new situation.  
 

2. Students are answering more  
questions about electrical  
fields before and after viewing an 

instructional video.  
 

3. Students participate in a  
simulation of EMS waves 

transferring energy.  
 

4. Students demonstrate their  
understanding by writing an  
extended response Exit Ticket.  
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Objective: Student teams will plan, design, construct and utilize an  
electromagnet system to solve a real-world problem.  
 

What is the teacher doing?  
Junk Yard Wars (Days 5-7)  

• Show Junk Yard Wars video  
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=lAe_30YEg-
c&list=PL8eJet9H7pFAlIxokr
Fr5riB8o0U-Y5Mo (46:42) 

Show a small section.  Set a 

purpose for  
viewing by having the students  
find strategies used by the  
teams to work collaboratively to 

solve a challenge.  
• Have students share their  

findings.  

 

What are the students doing?  
Junk Yard Wars (Days 5-7)  

1. Students are viewing a video  
to find strategies used by the 

teams to work collaboratively to 

solve a challenge.  
2. Students identify collaborative  

social skills and elaborate on  
their importance in completing a 

challenge.  

 

• Distribute or project Junk Yard  3. Students identify a real-world  
Wars Design Challenge.  problem to be researched. •

 Distribute How to Make an  4. Students discover a possible  
Electromagnet  solution to solve the problem.  

• Divide the class into teams of  5. Student teams chose a  
4.  facilitator, material manager,  

• Have students assign and  recorder, and reporter and  

ELABORATE  
(3 Days)  

(How will the new knowledge be  
reinforced, transferred to new  

and unique situations, or  
integrated with related  

concepts?)  

 
 
 
 

• 
 
 
 
 
• 
 
 
 
• 
 
 
 
• 
 
 
 
 
• 

define roles for the group  
members and begin to make  
and explore the properties of a 

homemade electromagnet. 

Students must submit a rough draft 

design proposal with list of 

materials by the end of the  
period of the first day of 

Elaboration.  
Teacher circulates to students  
asking questions formulated  
from I can statements to  
gather data on their learning.  
Teacher designates one  
member of each team to be a 

judge for another team during the 

challenge competition.  
Teacher puts a pile of  
disconnected paperclips on  
one end of each team's table  
and a paper plate on the 

other end.  
Teacher says "GO", starts timer  
and stops timer at end of 5  
minutes and declares winner.  

agree on the roles for each.  
6. Students are creating and  

experimenting with a  
homemade electromagnet.  

7. Students propose a design  
solution and list materials 

needed to build the model.  
 
 

8. Students complete, test, and  
modify their solutions on Days 6 & 

7.  
9. Student teams compete in the  

challenge event. (See Junk  
Yard Wars Design Challenge 

Rules).  
10. Student judges remove paper  

clips from electromagnet if  
quantity exceeds 5, and 

returns them to pile.  
11. When time is up student judges  

count the # of paper clips on the 

paper plate target.  
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Objective: Students can identify gravity, electricity and magnetism as forces  
that act at a distance. Students recognize that the force exerted by a field 

decreases the further you move from the source.  

 
 
 
 

EVALUATE  
(1 day and on-going)  

(What opportunities will students  
have to express their thinking?  
When will students reflect on 

what they have learned? How 

will you measure learning as it  
occurs? What evidence of  
student learning will you be  

looking for and/or collecting?)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EXTENSION/  

INTERVENTION  
(1 day or as needed)  

 
 

Formative  
How will you measure learning as it occurs?  

1. Consider developing a  
teacher-created formative 

assessment.  
2. As students work  

independently or in small 

groups, teacher can ask  
questions that yield valuable  
data on student 

comprehension.  
3. Entrance and exit tickets  

provide quick assessments to  
measure learning at various 

stages of the unit.  
4. Unit activities can be used to  

assess students' progression  
towards mastery of clear 

learning targets.  
EXTENSION  

1. Students who have an  
advanced understanding of  
fields could move on to  
research how NASA calculates the 

amount of speed needed  
to escape the gravitational field 

of Earth, and how they  
use the gravitational fields of  
other celestial bodies to boost  
the speed of interplanetary 

space craft.  
2. Students advanced in  

mathematics can begin to  
explore the quantification of  
electrical, magnetic and 

gravitational forces.  
3. Students can use the miniature  

motors and propellers to  
demonstrate that when an  
electrical source is added to  
complete the circuit, the 

motor turns the propeller.  
When the leads are  
connected to the multimeter and 

the propeller is turned by  
blowing air, electricity is 

generated.  

 
 

Summative  
What evidence of learning will demonstrate to  
you that a student has met the learning  
objectives?  

1. Junkyard Wars activity can  
assess the students ability to  
apply their knowledge of 

electromagnetism to an  
engineering design challenge.  

2. Teacher-created short cycle  
assessment will assess all clear 

learning targets.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INTERVENTION  
1. Students explore electrical  

force fields  
http://www.colorado.edu/phy 

sics/2000/waves_particles/wav  
part3.html  

2. Students explore magnetic  
fields  
http://sciencenetlinks.com/less 

ons/exploring-magnetic-fields/  
3. Electromagnetism handout  

can be used in class, as  
homework, or in  

4. Gravitational field animation  
http://youtu.be/im9PuBdIjMY  
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• Only animate objects can exert a force.  
• Force is a property of an object.  
• An object has force and when it runs out of force, it stops moving.  

COMMON  

MISCONCEPTIONS  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DIFFERENTIATION  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADDITIONAL  

RESOURCES  

• Large (volume) objects exert a greater force than small objects.  
• There is no gravity in space.  

Misconceptions can be addressed through the use of DiscoveryEd video clips, 

pictures/diagrams, simulations, as well as through the use of models.  
 

 
Lower-Level: Group students heterogeneously. Consider integrating Discovery  

Ed video clips into lessons. Consider utilizing level-appropriate reading 

materials (trade books, articles, or other materials).  
 

Higher-Level: Students with advanced understanding should be encouraged to  
take each activity to a more complex level. Consider allowing students 

to pursue their own research or investigations.  
 

Strategies for meeting the needs of all learners including gifted students, English Language Learners  
(ELL) and students with disabilities can be found at ODE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Textbook Resources:  
Holt Series 
 

Websites:  
• http://www.howstuffworks.com/electromagnet.htm  
 

Discovery Ed:  
• The Mechanical Universe: Electric Fields and Forces  
• How the Universe Works: Extreme Planets, "Magnetic Field within Earth "  
• Force and Work: Energy in Action "Field Forces: Gravity"  
• Force and Work: Energy in Action "Field Forces: Electromagnetic  

Forces" Force and Work: Energy in Action "Field Forces: The Nuclear  
Strong Force"  
 

Literature:  
• Lewis, Peter [editor]. (2010). Electricity and Electronics. Tuscon, AZ: Brown  

Bear Books.  
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Engage - Bar Magnets  

Teacher's Guide  

Although magnets are familiar household items, students need to be reminded of the basic properties  

of magnets and magnetism. This activity allows students to re-acquaint themselves with magnets, magnetic 

fields and the concept of polarity, which form the basic ingredients of a study of Earth's magnetic field and the 

technology of magnetometers.  

Goals  

1. Students will learn the basic properties of magnets and magnetic forces.  

2. Students will learn about polarity, attraction, repulsion, and magnetic field strength.  

Materials (per small group of students)  

• A set of small bar magnets from the CPO Physical Science Kit (electromagnet kit)  

• iron filings sealed in flat, plastic container  

Procedure  

1) Distribute the magnets and sealed iron filings to the students.  

2) Have them experience, visually and tactilely, the repulsive and attractive natures of  

magnetic forces.  

3) Have students experience, through magnet manipulation and working with iron  

filings, the idea that magnetic forces vary in intensity throughout space, becoming  

weaker as distances increase. (If this is not obvious to them, try offering them a  

length of string to measure the "lines" created by the iron filings. The magnets are  

not changing their strength, yet the filings get stretched out longer, the further they  

get from the magnets. Why? The further you get from the magnet the less hold it has  

on the filings. (weaker field)  

4) Students should record their observations in their science journals, interactive  

notebooks, or on a separate piece of paper.  
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Coulomb's Law Exploration  

http://employees.oneonta.edu/viningwj/sims/coulombs_law_s.html  

Coulomb's Law Simulation  
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Jump Rope Generator  

Adapted from: 

http://cse.ssl.berkeley.edu/segwayed/lessons/exploring_magnetism/magnetism_and_electromagnetism/mag_electromag.pdf  
 

 

Teacher's Guide  

Your class will demonstrate the generator effect, which is due to electromagnetic  

induction when a conductor (a long metal wire) moves through a magnetic field. In this 

activity, the magnetic field, your students work with, is Earth's magnetic field and  

the long wire is an extension cord. The cord is part of a loop of wire that closes  

through a galvanometer. This loop is important since electrical current must flow in a  

loop. When the wire is aligned east to west and rotated clockwise or counter-  

clockwise, it moves across Earth's magnetic field (which points north and  

downward) allowing the maximum current to flow. (See the photograph of the  

teachers on page 8). This current can be detected using the galvanometer. This  

occurs because when a magnetic field is changed in a loop of wire, a voltage, and  

hence a current, is induced in the loop. This is what happens when the armature of a 

generator is rotated, when an iron car drives over a loop of wire imbedded in the  

roadway to activate a traffic light, or when a piece of wire is twirled like a jump rope  

in Earth's magnetic field. When the wire is aligned north to south, it is aligned with  

Earth's magnetic field and moves across Earth's magnetic field only slightly up and down. 

Moving the wire almost parallel to Earth's magnetic field means that only a small amount 

of electrical current will flow through the wire.  
 

Goals  

1) Students will know that Earth has a magnetic field.  

2) Students will observe the deflection of a galvanometer needle (or change in a  

current reading) when an electrical cord crosses Earth's magnetic field.  

3) Students will record how much the galvanometer needle is deflected (or current  

changes) when the electrical cord is rotated when aligned east to west versus  

north to south, and also when the cord is rotated while moving quickly versus 

moving slowly.  
 

Materials  

• 100-foot extension cord with ground prong  

• Current or voltage galvanometer (7th grade's multi-meter can be used as a  

galvanometer)  

• Two lead wires with alligator clips on at least one end  

• One compass  
 

Understanding that Earth has a magnetic field is important to many of NASA's science  

missions, including THEMIS.  
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Procedure  

1. Attach the alligator clip at the end of one wire to the ground prong of the extension  

cord. Attach this wire's other end to the galvanometer. Take the second wire, and keeping 

its alligator clip closed, push the clip into the ground receptacle on the other end of the 

extension cord. Attach the other end of this second wire to the other contact on the 

galvanometer. [ If using the 7th grade multi-meter, follow the "DC  

CURRENT MEASUREMENT" OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS photos below]  
 

2. Use a compass to align the extension cord in the east-west direction. Leave both ends  

of the extension cord on the ground. It helps to have two students stand on the cords, near 

the end, to make sure the galvanometer stays connected to the cord. Have two additional 

students pick up the middle half of the cord and twirl it like a jump rope. (See the picture 

below.) It doesn't matter whether it rotates clockwise or counterclockwise. Have the 

students observe the galvanometer and record their observations on the worksheet.  

3. Have the students twirl the cord faster and observe the galvanometer and record their  

observations.  

4. Repeat step 2, but align the extension cord in the north/west direction again, using  

a compass. Have the students observe the galvanometer and record their 

observations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Teacher Answer Key for Jump Rope Generator: Observations  
 

1)  

2) 

3) 

4)  

 

Higher speed means a larger deflection;  

The maximum voltage (or current) should occur east-west and fast;  

The minimum voltage (or current) should occur north-south and slow;  

The explanation is given above. It is recommended that Question 4 is used to 

determine how much more discussion or explanation you need to provide the 

class before moving to another topic.  
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Name ______________________________________________ Date ____________ Period _____  

Jump Rope Generator: Observations  

Fill out the table with your measurements of greatest deflection on the  

galvanometer in each of the four cases. Then answer the questions below the table.  
 

Cord aligned east-west  Cord aligned north-south  

 

Slow  
 

 
 

Fast  
 

 
 

1. What effect does the rotational speed of the cord have on the deflection of the  

galvanometer?  
 

 
 
 

2. Describe the conditions in which you had the maximum voltage (or current) through  

the galvanometer.  
 

 
 
 

3. Describe the conditions in which you had the minimum voltage (or current) through  

the galvanometer.  
 

 
 
 

4. Explain why the galvanometer needle moves when you play jump rope with the  

extension cord.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

5. Explain why the orientation of the jump rope to Earth's magnetic field affects the  

galvanometer reading.  
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Name _____________________________________ Date ______________ Period ______  
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PRACTICE 1: Use one negative charge to  PRACTICE 2: Use one positive charge to  
score a goal. Sketch the location of your  score a goal. Don't forget the sketch on this and 

goal-scoring charge placement.  all the rest of the configurations.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE 3: Place one positive charge as  
shown. (It forms an isosceles triangle with  
the puck and goal. Use one additional  
positive charge to score a goal.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PRACTICE 4: Place one negative charge as  
shown. (It forms an isosceles triangle with the  
puck and goal. Use one additional positive  
charge to score a goal.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PRACTICE 5 - The Double Negative: Place two  
negative charges and one positive charge as shown.  
The positive charge produces a force vector on the 

puck that extends exactly to the center of the goal. Use 

one additional negative charge to score.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE 6 - Positively Blocked: Place one positive  
charge as shown. (It's the midpoint on a straight line 

connecting the puck and goal.) Use two additional  
positive charges to score a goal. Note: this one  
requires patience and is sensitive to small changes!  
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Details and Hints  

1. Do not place charges closer than one centimeter from one another. Placement of a  

charge closer than that to the puck is acceptable. Do not place any charges inside the 

goal bracket.  

2. The puck must stay "in bounds" (on the visible portion of the rink) from beginning to  

end.  

3. To stop the simulation and reset the puck, click the on‐screen "Reset" button. To  

remove all placed charges on the screen, click the on‐screen "Clear" button.  

4. If your experimental configuration does not score a goal within ten seconds, click the  

on‐screen  

"Reset" button. A repeating, cyclical pattern can be mesmerizing to watch, but the  

clock is ticking.  

5. If the puck wanders off the rink, click the on‐screen "Reset" button.  

6. Notice that small changes in the charge configuration can have large consequences  

for the resulting path taken by the puck.  

7. After scoring a goal, activate the field display (click the on‐screen "Field" checkbox)  

and replay the goal. You may leave the field activated or deactivate it before  

proceeding on to the next configuration.  

8. If the program crashes, click "Ignore" in the crash alert box. Restart the simulation from  

the web page (as you did to start the simulation the first time).  
 

Step 4: Once you have completed the practice exercises above, select Difficulty 1 from  

the choices at the bottom of the Electric Field Hockey window. As you proceed through  

the following exercises, pay particular attention to the difficulty level and stated 

restrictions, if any.  
 

Difficulty 1 - Freestyle: Use as many charges as you like to score a goal. No sketch  

needed.  

Difficulty 2 - Freestyle: Use as many charges as you like to score a goal. No sketch 

needed.  

Difficulty 1 - Limited: Use only two positive charges to score a goal. Sketch your solution.  
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Difficulty 1 Q-tip Dipole -/+: Arrange charges as shown in Figure 2. Use as many  

additional charges as you like. Sketch your solution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Difficulty 2 - Exclamation Double Point Limited: Arrange the charges as shown in  

Figure 3. Then use no more than two positive and two negative charges to score a goal. 

Sketch your solution.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3  
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Going Further  

Difficulty 3 Freestyle:  

Use as many charges as you like to score a goal. No sketch needed.  
 
 

Summing Up  

1. If you could use only one charge to play goalie (to block goals from being  

made), what kind of charge would you use and where would you place it? Draw a 

diagram and explain your answer.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Show the continuation of the path that will be followed by the positive puck in  

each case below.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A B C 
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Name______________________________________Date________________________Period____  

Fields Are Everywhere  
 

 
 

The number of air molecules above a surface changes as the height of the  

surface above the ground changes. For example, there are fewer air molecules above 

the 50 kilometer (km) surface than are found above the 12 km surface.  

Since the number of air molecules above a surface decreases with height,  

pressure likewise decreases with height.  
 

Which of these Earth's fields are responsible for air pressure decreasing with  

increasing altitudes?  
 

A.  electrical field  

B.  magnetic field  

C.  gravitational field  

D.  electromagnetic field  
 

 
 

The diagram below is an idealized pressure field resembling those commonly found on  

surface weather maps. The numbers along each contour indicate the pressure value in  

millibars for that particular contour. Use the diagram below to answer the following  

question.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How does this air pressure map compare and contrast to the magnetic fields  

diagram you drew on the first day of this unit?  
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Fields Are Everywhere - TEACHER ANSWER KEY  
 

 
 

The number of air molecules above a surface changes as the height of the  

surface above the ground changes. For example, there are fewer air molecules 

above the 50-kilometer (km) surface than are found above the 12 km surface.  

Since the number of air molecules above a surface decreases with height, 

pressure likewise decreases with height.  
 

 

Which of these Earth's fields are responsible for air pressure decreasing with  

increasing altitudes?  
(C) Most of the atmosphere's molecules are held  

A. electrical field  

B. magnetic field  

C. gravitational field  

close to the earth's surface by gravity. Because of  

this, air pressure decreases rapidly as you move away  

from the Earth's surface. Then it decreases more  

D. electromagnetic field slowly at higher levels.  
 

 
 
 

The diagram below is an idealized pressure field resembling those commonly found on  

surface weather maps. The numbers along each contour indicate the pressure value in  

millibars for that particular contour. Use the diagram below to answer the following 

question.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How does this air pressure map compare and contrast to the magnetic fields diagram  

you drew on the first day of this unit? Answers will vary but might include  

• lines indicate a pattern of change of strength as they go away from the origin  

(center)  

• lines are used to show magnitude  

• both are models which represent something that cannot be seen  

• this one represents air pressure fields, the other represented magnetic fields  

• air pressure fields can increase in strength as they go away from the center, but  

magnetic fields always decrease in strength as they go further from the center  
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Fields Teacher Procedure  
 

Suggested teacher script  

"Today, we are going to learn more about what a field is. Fields are everywhere. There are 

many types of fields. For the last three days we have explored several of the types scientists 

know about.  
 

If a space object finds itself moving in a path close to Earth, what field will cause it to  

eventually fall through the atmosphere to the Earth's surface? (Earth's gravitational field)  
 

If I spin a wire around like a jump rope, I can create an electric current in the wire. What  

causes this? (Earth's magnetic field)  
 

What do you think causes lightning? (Accept any reasonable answer that includes  

"electrical fields")"  
 

Electromagnetic waves are a combination of electrical fields and magnetic fields.  
 

"When you tune your radio, watch TV, send a text message, or pop popcorn in a microwave oven, you are  
using electromagnetic energy. You depend on this energy every hour of every day. Without it, the world you know 

could not exist.  
Electromagnetic energy travels in waves and spans a broad spectrum from very long radio waves to very  
short gamma rays. The human eye can only detect only a small portion of this spectrum called visible light. A radio 

detects a different portion of the spectrum, and an x-ray machine uses yet another portion. NASA's scientific instruments 

use the full range of the electromagnetic spectrum to study the Earth, the solar system,  
and the universe beyond."  
"Charged particles—such as electrons and protons—create electromagnetic fields when they move, and  
these fields transport the type of energy we call electromagnetic radiation, or light."  

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Science Mission Directorate. (2010). Introduction to The Electromagnetic  
Spectrum. Retrieved July 16, 2013, from Mission:Science website:   http://missionscience.nasa.gov   /ems/01_intro.html  
 

 
 

Electric Earth  

Teacher shows a video clip (7:25)  

http://app.discoveryeducation.com/player/view/assetGuid/4F48DC12-3AC9-4463-996E-  

90AD4AF28DFD  

 

Pre-viewing question  

Q: What is electricity?  

A: Electricity is the phenomenon caused by electric charge, whether static or in 

motion; electric charge is the force of the electrons.  

Post-viewing question  

Q: What is the relationship between positive and negative electrical charges?  

A: When there is an oversupply of moving electrons, an object develops a negative  

electrical charge. Nature balances this charge by producing an equal positive charge 

somewhere else. The potential difference between these two charges is measured in 

volts of electricity.  
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Role Play Activity Resource  
 

Materials: copies of the positive/negative cards, cut apart so that each participant can  

have one card, copies of the electron cards cut apart  
 

Divide the class in half. One half will participate in the activity; the other half will make  

observations.  
 

Student participants stand up holding their card, hiding the text to their chests. They  

spread themselves out in various parts of the room. Observers stay seated, ready to make 

their observations.  
 

Instruct the participants that their card depicts an imaginary relationship, positive or  

negative, they have with the teacher, at a given moment in time.  
 

Ask the class how you avoid a conflict when someone, with which you have a strong,  

negative relationship, enters your area. (You move away from them.)  
 

Tell the participants that as the teacher walks through, if they have a negative card they  

will move away from the teacher. If they have a positive card, they will move towards the 

teacher.  
 

Activity Part A  
 

Teacher moves through the room, in a straight path, and the participating students  

move according to the directions.  
 

Ask the students to briefly discuss their observations with another student.  

Ask observers, one at a time, to point out a participant, and hypothesize what is written  

on his or her card. Participant then reveals the card. If the hypothesis was correct, the  

participant gives the teacher the card and sits down. Repeat until all the student 

participants are reseated.  
 

Reflect: Have a student summarize the results. (Negatives were repelled and positives are  

attracted.)  
 

Teacher informs students that the participants represented particles, sub-atomic bits of  

matter, and the card represented the charge held by the field surrounding that particle.  
 

Negative particles are electrons. Electrons, being in the "clouds" of the atom, are easily  

released from atoms to move freely. Protons - positively charged particles, along with  

their "partner" neutrons, are tightly bonded in the nucleus of the atom. If they lose their  

electron, because it was repelled away, then the field surrounding the nucleus is  

positively charged. An electron venturing near would be attracted to this nucleus and the 

bumped electron would keep going off in a straight line until its charge (electrical field) repels 

another electron.  
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Teacher holds up an electron card and reminds them that an electron and the field  

around an electron in negatively charged. Teacher tells the students that in the 

preceding activity the teacher represented an electron.  
 

Ask, "How would you use this new information and your discoveries with magnets to  

revise your summary?" (Same charges repel, and opposite charges attract) SR-OA  
 

On the board draw a visual representation of the relationships.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Activity Part B  
 

This time pass out electron cards to the other half of the class.  

Tell the seated students that each is a proton and the table/desk is a neutron.  
 

Electrons float and move around the nucleus of the atom. Instruct each student with an  

electron card to find a nucleus to orbit.  
 

Ask the electrons what they will do if another electron's field comes close to theirs. (They  

are repelled and possibly bumped away from their nucleus.) Instruct the students that for  

the benefit of this activity, this is exactly what they will do, to show the transfer of energy in 

waves. Bumped electrons should move off to the next atom.  
 

Teacher, with electron card displayed, again moves in a straight path to the nearest  

"atom". This time the teacher assumes the place of the repelled electron. The repelled 

electron moves off to the next atom.  
 

Activity continues until the energy has been transferred across the room.  

Ask students to reflect with a classmate on their observations.  
 

Ask, "How does this activity simulate electromagnetic energy being transferred in  

waves?" (The negative charge (energy) radiates outward in waves from an  

originating source through a space while the particles remain relatively close to their  

original position.)  
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electron  

 

 
 
 
 
 

electron  

 
 
 
 
 
 

electron  

 

 
 
 
 
 

electron  
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positive  

 
 
 
 
 
 

positive  

 
 
 
 
 
 

negative  

 

 
 
 
 
 

negative  
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Exit Ticket  Name_____________________________________________ Date_______________ Period ______  

 

Explain how electromagnetic energy, in the form of a text message, might transfer from  

your cell phone to a satellite in space and then back to your friend's phone. Use words,  

pictures or diagrams in your response. (4 points)  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exit Ticket  Name_____________________________________________ Date_______________ Period ______  

 

Explain how electromagnetic energy, in the form of a text message, might transfer from  

your cell phone to a satellite in space and then back to your friend's phone. Use words,  

pictures or diagrams in your response. (4 points)  
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Exit Ticket  Name____TEACHER ANSWER KEY_____ Date_______________ Period ______  

 

Explain how electromagnetic energy, in the form of a text message, might transfer from  

your cell phone to a satellite in space and then back to your friend's phone. Use words,  

pictures or diagrams in your response. (4 points)  
 
Example answer: Electromagnetic waves with my text data would transmit from Earth to the satellite  

instead of a cell tower. Then the satellite would transmit the data packet to my friend's phone. EM waves  

travel very fast in space, just like light does, and a little more slowly in the Earth's atmosphere, because  

they need to go through the atoms in the air. Though not widely available now, this technology is 

becoming more affordable every year.  

 
Resources  
 
1. How do text messages get from a cell tower to my phone?  

Answered by Science Channel  

http://curiosity.discovery.com/question/next-messages-cell-tower-phone  

 
Text messages wouldn't have any roads to travel on if it weren't for the control channel. The control 

channel is the pathway used by the cell tower nearest you that helps your phone communicate with  

the cellular system. When somebody texts you, the message goes from the short message service  

center (SMSC) to the cell phone tower. From there, a packet of data moves over the control channel  

to your cell phone. If you send a message back, it goes to the tower on the same control channel, 

from the tower to the SMSC and finally from there to the person you texted.  

 
2. Propagation of an Electromagnetic Wave (This site has an animation that shows how the "waves" travel)  
http://www.physicsclassroom.com/mmedia/waves/em.cfm  

3. Satellite phone http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Satellite_phone From Wikipedia, the 

free encyclopedia  

Satellite phone (Inmarsat)  

A satellite telephone, satellite phone, or satphone is a type of mobile  

phone that connects to orbiting satellites instead of terrestrial cell  

sites. They provide similar functionality to terrestrial mobile  

telephones; voice, short messaging service and low-bandwidth  

the architecture of a particular system, coverage may include the  

internet access are supported through most systems. Depending on  

entire Earth, or only specific regions.  

The mobile equipment, also known as a terminal, varies widely.  

Early satellite phone handsets had a size and weight comparable to  

large retractable antenna. More recent satellite phones are similar in  

that of a late-1980s or early-1990s mobile phone, but usually with a  

size to a regular mobile phone while some prototype satellite  

smartphone.[1][2] Satphones are popular on expeditions into remote  

 phones have no distinguishable difference from an ordinary  

areas where terrestrial cellular service is unavailable.  
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Name_________________________________Date______________Period_______  
 

How to Make an Electromagnet 
 
 

It is fairly easy to build an electromagnet. All you need to do is wrap some insulated  

copper wire around an iron core. If you attach a battery to the wire, an electric  

current will begin to flow and the iron core will become magnetized. When the battery is 

disconnected, the iron core will lose its magnetism.  
 

Step 1 - Gather the Materials  

To build the electromagnet, you will need:  
 

• One iron nail  

• A length of insulated, copper wire  

• A D-cell battery  

Step 2 - Remove some Insulation  

Some of the copper wire needs to be exposed so that the battery can make a good  

electrical connection. Use a pair of wire strippers to remove a few centimeters of 

insulation from each end of the wire.  
 

Step 3 - Wrap the Wire around the Nail  

Neatly wrap the wire around the nail. The more wire you wrap around the nail, the  

stronger your electromagnet will be. Make certain that you leave enough of the wire 

unwound so that you can attach the battery.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When you wrap the wire around the nail, make certain that you wrap the wire all in  

one direction. You need to do this because the direction of a magnet field depends on the 

direction of the electric current creating it. The movement of electric charges creates a 

magnetic field. If you could see the magnetic field around a wire that has electricity flowing 

through it, it would look like a series of circles around the wire. If an  

electric current is flowing directly towards you, the magnetic field created by it circles 

around the wire in a counter-clockwise direction. If the direction of the electric current  

is reversed, the magnetic field reverses also and circles the wire in a clockwise  

direction. If you wrap some of the wire around the nail in one direction and some of  

the wire in the other direction, the magnetic fields from the different sections fight each 

other and cancel out, reducing the strength of your magnet.  
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Step 4 - Connect the Battery  

Attach one end of the wire to the positive terminal of the battery and the other end  

of the wire to the negative terminal of the battery. If all has gone well, your  

electromagnet is now working!  
 

Don't worry about which end of the wire you attach to the positive terminal of the  

battery and which one you attach to the negative terminal. Your magnet will work just as 

well either way. What will change is your magnet's polarity. One end of your magnet will 

be its north pole and the other end will be its south pole. Reversing the way the battery is 

connected will reverse the poles of your electromagnet.  
 

Hints to Make Your Electromagnet Stronger  
 

The more turns of wire your magnet has, the stronger its magnetic field will be. Keep in  

mind that the further the wire is from the core, the less effective it will be.  
 

The more current that passes through the wire, the better. Caution! Too much current  

can be dangerous! As electricity passes through a wire, some energy is lost as heat.  

The more current that flows through a wire, the more heat is generated. If you double  

the current passing through a wire, the heat generated will increase 4 times! If you triple 

the current passing through a wire, the heat generated will increase 9 times! Things can 

quickly become too hot to handle.  
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Junk Yard Wars Design Challenge  

 

The producers of Junk Yard Wars have a problem. They use an electromagnet, like  

the one below, to move junk from piles to the metal shredder.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.pitsco.com/sharedimages/content/ExtraLarge/XL_magnet_junkyard.jpg  
 
 

The metal shredder has been jamming if more than 5 pieces of metal are  

shredded at once. Their budget does not include purchasing a new shredder, so  

they need to limit the amount of metal their electromagnet carries to the 

shredder.  

 
 

You and your team of engineers have been hired to design and build an  

electromagnet that has been modified to carry no more than 5 pieces of metal.  

This can be done with a cable and pulley system, a crane, a truck, conveyor belt, etc. 

You will build a working model of your design and compete with other teams of 

engineers to win the contract for the modification.  
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Junk Yard Wars Design Challenge Rules  

• You will use an electromagnet to move paperclips from a  

pile at one end of the table to a target on the other end of the 

table.  

• You will have 5 minutes to transfer as many paperclips as you  

can.  

• The teacher will choose a team member, from another  

team, to be your judge.  

• If your electromagnet has more than 5 paperclips as it  

crosses the centerline of the table, the judge will remove them 

all from the electromagnet and return them to the pile.  

• Once the electromagnet system has picked up the  

paperclips, no one may touch anything on the  

electromagnet system other than a switch mechanism.  

• You may modify your system at any time during the five  

minutes.  

• The team with the most paperclips in the target at the end  

of the five minutes wins the challenge.  
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ELECTROMAGNETISM  
 

used under Fair Use Policy of http://www.ndt-ed.org/EducationResources/HighSchool/Electricity/electromagnetism.htm  
 

In 1820, a Danish scientist named Hans Oersted discovered that a magnetic  

compass could be deflected from its resting position if a wire carrying electric  

current were placed near the compass. This deflection of the compass only  

occurred when current was flowing in the wire. When current was stopped, the 

compass returned to its resting position.  
 

Magnetic Field  

 
This graphic seems to indicate that any wire in which an  

electric current is flowing is surrounded by an invisible  

force field called a magnetic field. For this reason, any 

time we deal with current flowing in a circuit, we must  

also consider the effects of this magnetic field. We have all 

probably had experiences with magnets at one time  

or another. Magnets attract certain types of material like iron 

but almost nothing else.  
 

Electromagnetism  

 

The term electromagnetism is defined as the production of a magnetic field by  

current flowing in a conductor. We will need to understand electromagnetism in 

greater detail to understand how it can be used to do work.  

 
Coiling a current-carrying conductor around a core material that can be easily  

magnetized, such as iron, can form an electromagnet. The magnetic field will be 

concentrated in the core. This arrangement is called a solenoid. The more  

turns we wrap on this core, the stronger the electromagnet and the stronger the 

magnetic lines of force become.  
 

Electromagnet  

 

We have created an electromagnet, which behaves  

just like a regular permanent bar magnet when the  

current is flowing. All of the lines of force pass through  

the center of the core material, regardless of how they  

extend outside the coil of wire. The direction of  

magnetic polarity is determined by the direction of  

current flowing in the coil of wire. The direction that the  

wire is coiled around the core also determines the  

direction of magnetic polarity. This is important to know  

if we want to use the electromagnet to apply a force to another material.  
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Name_______________________________Date___________________Period______  

 
1. Describe how a magnetic field is created.  

_____________________________________________________  
 

 

_____________________________________________________  
 

 

_____________________________________________________  
 

 

_____________________________________________________  
 
2. Explain two different ways to make an electromagnet more powerful.  
 

 

_____________________________________________________  
 

 

_____________________________________________________  
 

 

_____________________________________________________  
 

 

_____________________________________________________  
 
3. When you place the end of your electromagnet near (not touching) one of  

the small magnets we used on the first day of the unit, it might spin and then  

jump up to the end of the nail. Why might this happen?  
 

 

_____________________________________________________  
 

 

_____________________________________________________  
 

 

_____________________________________________________  
 

 

_____________________________________________________  
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ELECTROMAGNETISM  
 

Answer Key  
 

1. Describe how a magnetic field is created.  

A magnetic field is generated anytime an electrical current flows through a 

conductor.  
 

 
 

3. Explain two different ways to make an electromagnet more powerful.  

 
Increase the amount of electrical energy flowing through the coils, by using a  

more powerful battery.  

 
Add more coils around the nail, so that you increase the magnetic field.  
 

 
 
 

3. When you place the end of your electromagnet near (not touching) one of  

the small magnets we used on the first day of the unit, it might spin and then  

jump up to the end of the nail. Why might this happen?  

 

The small magnet might spin, because the pole of the magnetic nail and the  

pole of the small magnet have the same charge; like charges repel. The two 

magnets don't need to be touching because magnetism is a force that can act at a 

distance and doesn't need direct contact.  
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8th Grade Science Unit: 8.PS.3 Potential Energy 
 

 (3 WEEKS)    
 

SYNOPSIS:  Students will explore how potential energy is stored and transferred including gravitational, elastic and chemical 
potential energy. They will investigate how the position, composition or conditions of materials are responsible for the 
potential energy they have. Students will study the interactions between kinetic and potential energy and be able to explain 
the relationship when compared to a real-world example. Students will demonstrate and analyze how the gravitational 
potential energy of a launched marshmallow depends on the elastic potential energy of the rubber band launcher.  

 
ENABLERS Grades 3-5: Energy is the ability to cause motion or create change. Heat, electrical energy, light, sound and magnetic 

energy are forms of energy. Grades 6-7: All matter is composed of atoms. Each substance has its own unique, unchanging composition 
of type and number of atoms. There are two general categories of energy: kinetic and potential. Energy can be transformed or transferred, 

but is never lost. 
 

STANDARDS 

PS.8.3 There are different types of potential energy. 
PS.8.3a Gravitational potential energy changes in a system as the masses or relative positions of objects are changed.  

 

PS.8.3b Objects can have elastic potential energy due to their compression or chemical potential energy due to the nature and 
arrangement of the atoms that make up the object. 

 
LITERACY STANDARDS 

RST.7 Integrate quantitative or technical information expressed in words in a text with a version of that information expressed 
visually (e.g., in a flowchart, diagram, model, graph, or table). 

 
RST.9 Compare and contrast the information gained from experiments, simulations, video, or multimedia sources with that 

gained from reading a text on the same topic. 
 

MOTIVATION TEACHER NOTES 

1. Teacher finds what students already know about the types of Potential Energy – Brain Pop Quiz   

 http://www.solpass.org/5s/AP/4.2scienceactivity.htm  click on Potential Energy Brain Pop Movie; 
 select Quiz       OR  Kinetic vs. Potential Energy – cloze quiz  

 http://www.quia.com/cz/8072.html?AP_rand=572410954 
 

2. Teacher shows class a rubber ball (racquetball or other small, hard hollow rubber ball) that has 
 been cut in half and asks students if it will bounce; students make predictions.  Teacher drops (not 

 throw) a half-ball onto a hard surface, such as a concrete floor, and watch it bounce! Teacher 
 repeats several times to see how high it can bounce.  Next, teacher turns the half-ball inside out 
 with his fingers and drops it again.  Teacher asks class what happened.  When you drop a half-

 ball, gravity gives it energy as it falls and that energy makes it bounce.  Teacher asks why it 
 bounces higher. When you turn it inside out, you store some extra energy in it – the energy it takes 

 to bend the rubber.  When the half-ball hits the ground, it releases that energy and bounces 
 higher!!! 

 
3. Teacher previews for students what the end of the unit authentic assessment will be and what 

students will be expected to do. 
 

4. Students write personal and academic goals for the unit 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Demo – Hopper Popper 
attached page 4-5 

 

http://www.solpass.org/5s/AP/4.2scienceactivity.htm
http://www.quia.com/cz/8072.html?AP_rand=572410954


TEACHING-LEARNING TEACHER 
NOTES 

1.  Class analyzes website diagram and discusses the transfer of energy involved; students translate summary statement 
(under the picture) in terms of the potential energy (instead of the kinetic). Teacher asks where potential energy comes 
from; students list examples of potential energy -gravitational, chemical and elastic, they see in the real world. Teacher 
discusses the six kinds of potential energy using attached notes and/or from text reading; students take notes.  

(PS.8.3; RST.7) 
website -http://www.eschooltoday.com/energy/kinds-of-energy/what-is-gravitational-energy.html 

2.  Teacher assigns reading one section of the article at a time and explains each section using the diagrams. Class 
discusses that potential energy is the energy which an object has stored due to its position relative to some zero position 

and an object possesses elastic potential energy if it is at a position on an elastic medium other than the equilibrium 
position. Students give other examples of similar conditions of potential energy. (Note - Students do not have to 

calculate potential energy; they should be able to analyze what is being measured and why it would be part of the 
calculation to measure potential energy.) (PS 8.3) 

3.  Students take turns reading parts of article and teacher talks and asks questions about each part ; students work in 
small groups to complete cloze notes with information from article; class discusses the fill-ins; teacher gives prompts 

whenever needed. (PS 8.3a) 

4.  Teacher demonstrates or class conducts activity that energy is constantly changing forms and transferring 
between objects; students explain what they observe before and after the balls are dropped and why it is happening in 
terms of the energy transfers. Students make diagrams of the activity (before and after dropping the balls) and label the 

potential and kinetic energy involved and the source of each. (PS 8.3a; RST.9) 
OR 

Students carry out trials on the effects of changing mass or height on gravitational force; students change properties of the 
sizes of paint cans and the height at which they are dropped from the ladder. Students record the amount of potential 

and kinetic energy for each trial, graph data and summarize the results of the activity. (PS 8.3a; RST.9) website - 
http://www.classzone.com/books/ml_science_share/vis_sim/mem05_pg69_potential/mem05_pg69_potential.h

tml 
 

5.  Teacher introduces gravity force lab simulation activity; whole class conducts activity and teacher helps with 

calculations so students can explain the effects of changing mass or distance between objects on gravitational force. 

(PS 8.3a) 

6.  Teacher lectures on chemical energy (notes attached); students take notes. Teacher asks the question – Do chemical 
reactions absorb or release chemical energy (attached)? and explains the procedure for the lab activity.  Teacher 

can demonstrate the procedure or students can conduct the work. Students record and graph data and draw 
conclusions. (PS 8.3b; RST.9) 

 
 
 

7.  Teacher describes/demonstrates how chemists classify chemical reactions into four or more categories based on the 
reaction's characteristics; students follow as each type of reaction is discussed. Teacher explains that the categories 

provide a convenient means for chemists to describe reactions and for students to predict a reaction's products. (Note - 
Some texts list only four types: combination, decomposition, replacement and double replacement. Other texts may also 

include combustion, acid-base and oxidation-reduction reactions. Furthermore, some reactions can be correctly 
categorized into two different reaction types.) Students complete Cartoon Chemistry worksheet to identify the types of 

chemical reactions. (PS 8.3b) 
 
 
 
 

8. Teacher uses video to show indications of chemical change as an introduction to lab activity; Chemistry in a Bag 
Demo: teacher demonstrates or students conduct each part of the lab at stations. Students watch for signs of chemical 

reactions in three activities and complete the lab report; class discusses results of the lab activities. (PS 8.3b)    
website - video demo: Indications of Chemical Change (may have to google title) or 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOeH29hlHlU  

#1. Notes -
Six Kinds of 

Potential 
Energy 

attached 
pages 6-7 

 
 
 
 

#2. Article: 
Introduction 
to Potential 

Energy 
attached 

pages 8-10 
 
 

#3. Article: 
Gravitational 
and Elastic 
Potential 
Energy –
student 
sheet 

attached 
pages 11-12; 

teacher 
copy 

attached  
pages 13-14; 

student 
cloze notes 

attached 
pages 15-16 

 
$4. Activity 
– Energy 
Transfer 
Through 

Balls 
attached 
page 17 

 
 
 
 
 
 

#5. Gravity 
Force Lab – 
directions 

and student 

http://www.eschooltoday.com/energy/kinds-of-energy/what-is-gravitational-energy.html
http://www.classzone.com/books/ml_science_share/vis_sim/mem05_pg69_potential/mem05_pg69_potential.html
http://www.classzone.com/books/ml_science_share/vis_sim/mem05_pg69_potential/mem05_pg69_potential.html
http://www.ehow.com/list_6973896_five-major-types-chemical-reactions.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOeH29hlHlU


TEACHING-LEARNING TEACHER 
NOTES 

 
9. Teacher shows video of Circus Physics: Conservation of Energy; students watch the video of an acrobatic routine to 

study when and where the kinetic, potential and elastic energy are transferred and how the energy is conserved. 
Teacher gives students five questions (on webpage) to think about while watching the video. Class discusses the 

questions at the end of the video. 
website - http://www.pbs.org/opb/circus/classroom/circus-physics/conservation-energy 

 
10. Teacher shows interactive trampoline applet; students observe the balance in the boy’s potential energy and kinetic 

energy when he is launched into the air and observe the changes in boy's height, velocity, kinetic energy and potential 

energy in the data area. 

 

Students watch the science of jumping higher video of the "world record" trampoline slam dunk which is able to store 

energy in the form of elastic potential energy. Students analyze the movements and the energy transfers involved in 

each.  

Website - http://www.popsci.com/adam-weiner/article/2008-08/trampoline-basketball 
 
 

lab sheet 
attached 

pages 18-19 
 

#6. Notes: 
Chemical 
Potential 
Energy 

attached 
page 20 

Lab Activity: 
Do Chemical 

Reactions 
Absorb or 
Release 

Chemical 
Energy? 
Attached 

pages 21-24 
 
 

#7. Article: 
Five Major 
Types of 
Chemical 
Reactions 
attached 

pages 25-26 
Cartoon 

Chemistry 
(attached 

pages 27-28) 
 
 

#8. Activity: 
Chemistry in 
a Bag  Demo 

attached  
pages 29--31 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

#10. 
Directions 

for 
Trampoline 

Applet – 
attached 
page 32 

http://www.tc.pbs.org/opb/circus/media/uploads/video
http://www.tc.pbs.org/opb/circus/media/uploads/video
http://www.popsci.com/adam-weiner/article/2008-08/trampoline-basketball


 

TRADITIONAL ASSESSMENT TEACHER NOTES 

1. Unit Test:  Multiple-Choice  
 

TEACHER ASSESSMENT TEACHER NOTES 

1. 2-and 4-point  questions 
2. Assignments / worksheets / notebooks/ lab activities 
3. Quizzes 
4.PSA poster   

 

 

 

AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT TEACHER NOTES 

1. Students investigate the relationship between the amount of stretch from the rubberband on their 
marshmallow launcher and the distance a marshmallow travels. Students use popsicle sticks, tape 
and a rubber band to build a machine that can launch the marshmallow a measured distance. The 
only energy in the system must come from the rubber band. Details for the assessment are 
attached. 

 
2. Students evaluate their goals. 

1. Activity – Rubber Band 
Launcher attached on 
pages 33-34 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



\MOTIVATION #2    DEMO– HOPPER POPPER   

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure I.   Figure II.   Figure III.  

 

 

 
 
Equipment:  Racquetball, cut in half and then shaved a little so that a little less than half of the 

racquetball remains. The total mass is approximately 20 grams.  

Step 1:  The audience is asked how high half a racquetball can bounce, and if it's possible for 
it to bounce up higher than it is dropped. The racquetball half is then dropped 
normally from about waist height and bounces up only a little bit, hardly bouncing at 
all.  

Step 2:  The racquetball half is dropped a second time, but this time it bounces up much 
higher, noticeably higher than its original height.  

 

 

 
 

Basic 
Ideas:  

Energy can be neither created nor destroyed, but it can be converted from one form to 
another and it can be transferred from one object to another.  
 
During a collision, energy is usually transfered from one object to another.  
 
Energy can be stored in a spring. The potential energy of a spring depends on what the 
spring is made of and how far back the spring is pulled. The stiffer the spring, the more 
energy can be stored, and the further it is pulled back, the more energy is stored.  

Step 1:  During this step, nothing exciting happens. The racquetball half is dropped from a certain 
height, and collides with the floor. During this collision, very little of the racquetball's 
energy is transferred back to kinetic energy. Nearly all the racquetball's energy is 
transferred to the floor, lost to heat, or lost to vibrations. The key to this step is that the 
racquetball half is not turned inside out. (See Figure I.)  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Step 2:  Before the racquetball half is dropped a second time, the demonstrators secretly turn the 
half inside out. (See Figure II. and Figure III.) By pressing on the top of the racquetball 
half, the half flips inside out. The energy used to press the racquetball inside out is stored 
in the racquetball half. Although a completely accurate discussion of exactly how this 
energy is stored is very complex, the racquetball half is storing energy much like a spring. 
When the top of the half is pushed in slightly, potential energy is stored as it would be in a 
spring. When the racquetball half collides with the floor this time, the potential energy is 
released. The potential energy is now converted to kinetic energy, bouncing the half up 
high in the air.  
 

 
 

 

 



 
TEACHING-LEARNING #1:  NOTES – SIX KINDS OF POTENTIAL ENERGY 

  

Some things to consider before teaching this concept: 

 Potential energy is often taught as “stored” energy. If the word “stored” means that it is kept by the object 
and not given away to another object, then kinetic energy also can be classified as “stored” energy. A rocket 
moving at constant speed through space has kinetic energy and is not transferring any of this energy to 
another object.  

 Students ask questions about the different kinds of potential energy, or energy that is stored. It can be quite 
confusing since some examples are not stationary on a molecular level. Some types are actually potential 
and kinetic (energy of motion) simultaneously, like heat or chemical.  

 
 
Potential energy, or the energy of position, condition or composition, is stored energy. That is, it has the 
capacity to do work or to move something in a scientific sense. There are many types of potential energy including 
gravitational potential, electrical, chemical, thermal, magnetic, and elastic. 
 
You can explain the differences between the six kinds of potential energy to students using common examples.  
 
Six Kinds of Potential Energy #1- When an object such as a ball is on the slope of a hill, it has gravitational 
potential energy based upon its height from the bottom of the hill, its mass, and the gravitational constant, g, which 
on Earth is 9.8m/s2. The gravitational constant is a form of acceleration. The higher an object is above the Earth’s 
surface, the more it will accelerate as it falls until it reaches terminal velocity (or the fastest speed at which it will fall). 
If a ball with the mass of 10 kilograms is 100 meters above the Earth’s surface, its gravitational potential energy will 
be the product of mass, gravitational constant, and height; or (10 kg) (9.8 m/s2) (100m), which is 9800 kgm2/s2 or 
9800 Newton-meters or 9800 Joules. A Joule, which rhymes with rule, is the metric unit for energy. A ball’s potential 
energy changes to kinetic as it rolls or falls downhill.  
 
Six Kinds of Potential Energy #2- Electrical energy is stored in a battery in the chemical elements the battery 
contains. One battery terminal has an element that allows electrons to flow from it while the other terminal has an 
element that readily accepts electrons. A battery eventually stops working because the chemicals get used up. Static 
electricity involves objects like a balloon or the family's pet cat that have extra electrons, especially in dry weather. If 
you rub a balloon on your hair and stick it to the wall, that's using static electricity. When you pet the cat on a dry day, 
you may hear a crackling sound or see tiny sparks which is also static electricity. 
 
Six Kinds of Potential Energy #3- Chemical energy is trapped in chemical bonds. It is the component of the 
energy that can be released when molecules interact during a chemical reaction. It includes fossil fuels like coal, oil, 
natural gas and wood. Chemicals are composed of molecules, which are composed of atoms, which are composed of 
protons, neutrons, and electrons for practical purposes. Electrons are in constant motion circling the protons and 
neutrons in the nucleus. The motion of electrons is involved with chemical bonds creating molecules. During a 
chemical reaction this energy gets stored. Our cells need the chemical energy stored in the foods that we eat in order 
to function properly. Digestion is a slow process that breaks down the food we eat, releasing energy for the body's 
use. The energy from foods becomes heat, carbon dioxide and water. Food packages list the number of Calories in 
the product. One Calorie of food energy is 4180 Joules.  
 
Six Kinds of Potential Energy #4- Thermal or heat energy is in all matter. Even something that feels cold like an 
ice cube still has heat. The molecules of all matter move even as part of a solid. As long as the temperature of a 
material is above absolute zero, which is -459 degrees Fahrenheit, it has heat. This type of heat is still considered 
stored since it does not involve motion that we can see.  
 
Six Kinds of Potential Energy #5- Magnetic energy is also related to the atoms in an object. A magnet has 
extremely large groups of atoms lined up, in which one side of the group becomes the north pole of the magnet and 
the other side becomes the south pole. The magnetic field, or the space around a magnet where the magnetic force 
is exerted, is created by spinning and orbiting electrons. Most materials are not magnetic because the atoms' 



magnetic fields do not line up. Iron atoms produce the strongest magnetic field therefore lots of magnets contain iron. 
Magnets are in electric motors and exert forces that affect the electrical current in wires. This led to the development 
of electric power, radio, and television.  
 
Six Kinds of Potential Energy #6- Elastic energy is the internal energy of a fluid or a solid that can be converted 
into mechanical energy to do work. A bouncing ball, a spring, a trampoline's webbing, and a hydraulic piston all have 
elastic energy. The ball, spring, and trampoline all are solids that can store energy. The piston contains either 
compressed air or another fluid such as the brake fluid in automobile brakes that store energy.  
 
By using common the examples above, you can easily explain the different kinds of potential energy to students. 
 

 

TEACHING-LEARNING #2 ARTICLE:   INTRODUCTION TO POTENTIAL ENERGY 

An object can store energy as the result of its position. For example, the heavy ram of a pile driver is storing energy 
when it is held at an elevated position. This stored energy of position is referred to as potential energy. Similarly, a 
drawn bow is able to store energy as the result of its position. When assuming its usual position (i.e., when not 
drawn), there is no energy stored in the bow. Yet when its position is altered from its usual equilibrium position, the 
bow is able to store energy by virtue of its position. This stored energy of position is referred to as potential energy.   
Potential energy is the stored energy of position possessed by an object.   

 

                                              

The two examples above illustrate the two forms of potential energy to be 
discussed in this course - gravitational potential energy and elastic potential 
energy. Gravitational potential energy is the energy stored in an object as the 
result of its vertical position (i.e., height). The energy is stored as the result of the 
gravitational attraction of the Earth for the object. The gravitational potential 
energy of the heavy ram of a pile driver is dependent on two variables - the 
mass of the ram and the height to which it is raised. There is a direct relation 
between gravitational potential energy and the mass of an object; more massive objects have greater gravitational 
potential energy. There is also a direct relation between gravitational potential energy and the height of an object; the 
higher that an object is elevated, the greater the gravitational potential energy. These relationships are expressed by 
the following equation: 

PEgrav = mass * g * height 

PEgrav = m * g * h 

In the above equation, m represents the mass of the object, h represents the height of the object and g represents 
the acceleration of gravity (approximately 10 m/s/s on Earth). 

http://www.mwit.ac.th/~physicslab/applet_04/physics_classroom/Class/energy/u5l1b.html#elastic
http://www.mwit.ac.th/~physicslab/applet_04/physics_classroom/Class/energy/u5l1b.html#elastic


To determine the gravitational potential energy of an object, a 
zero height position must first be arbitrarily assigned. Typically, 
the ground is considered to be a position of zero height. But this is 
merely an arbitrarily assigned position which most people agree 
upon. Since many of our labs are done on tabletops, it is often 
customary to assign the tabletop to be the zero height position; 
again this is merely arbitrary. If the tabletop is the zero position, 
then the potential energy of an object is based upon its height 
relative to the tabletop. For example, a pendulum bob swinging to 
and from above the table top has a potential energy which can be 
measured based on its height above the tabletop. By measuring 
the mass of the bob and the height of the bob above the tabletop, 
the potential energy of the bob can be determined. 

Since the gravitational potential energy of an object is directly proportional to its height above the zero position, a 
doubling of the height will result in a doubling of the gravitational potential energy. A tripling of the height will result in 
a tripling of the gravitational potential energy. Use this principle to determine the blanks in the following diagram. 
Knowing that the potential energy at the top of the tall pillar is 30 J, what is the potential energy at the other positions 
shown on the hill and the stairs. 

 
Depress mouse to view answers.

 

  

The second form of potential energy which we will discuss in this 
course is elastic potential energy. Elastic potential energy is the 
energy stored in elastic materials as the result of their stretching or 
compressing. Elastic potential energy can be stored in rubber 
bands, bungee chords, trampolines, springs, an arrow drawn into a 
bow, etc. The amount of elastic potential energy stored in such a 
device is related to the amount of stretch of the device - the more 
stretch, the more stored energy. 

Springs are a special instance of a device which can store elastic potential energy due to either compression or 
stretching. A force is required to compress a spring; the more compression there is, the more force which is required 
to compress it further. For certain springs, the amount of force is directly proportional to the amount of stretch or 
compression (x); the constant of proportionality is known as the spring constant (k). 

 

Such springs are said to follow Hooke's Law. If a spring is not stretched or compressed, then there is no elastic 
potential energy stored in it. The spring is said to be at its equilibrium position. The equilibrium position is the position 
that the spring naturally assumes when there is no force applied to it. In terms of potential energy, the equilibrium 
position could be called the zero-potential energy position. There is a special equation for springs which relates the 
amount of elastic potential energy to the amount of stretch (or compression) and the spring constant. The equation is 



 

  

To summarize, potential energy is the energy which an object has stored due to its position relative to some zero 
position. An object possesses gravitational potential energy if it is positioned at a height above (or below) the zero 
height position. An object possesses elastic potential energy if it is at a position on an elastic medium other than the 
equilibrium position. 



TEACHING-LEARNING # 3   WHAT IS GRAVITATIONAL AND ELASTIC POTENTIAL ENERGY                            

Student copy 

Image Credit:  
ux1.eiu.edu  

 

Elastic potential energy is the energy which is stored when a body is deformed (as in a coiled spring). The best way 

to understand elastic potential energy is to study the mechanics of an ordinary spring. Energy, in very simplistic 

terms, is the capacity to do work. Energy is transferred between two or more objects that are doing work. Usable 

energy is divided into 2 broad categories - kinetic energy and potential energy. Kinetic energy is the energy inherent 

in a moving object, whereas potential energy is the energy stored in an object because of its position or non-

equilibrium state. This potential energy is classified into gravitational potential energy and elastic potential energy.  

What is Elastic potential energy? 

Elastic potential energy is the energy stored in elastic materials when they are stretched or compressed.  Elastic 

potential energy can be stored in springs, bungee cords, an arrow drawn into a bow, rubber bands, etc. The amount 

of elastic potential energy is more when there is more stretching. If we take mechanical spring as an example, if there 

is more force needed to compress a spring then it signifies that there is more compression going on (and hence more 

energy is being stored in the spring). For some springs the amount of force is directly proportional to the amount of 

compression and the spring’s stiffness.  

There will be no elastic potential energy when there is no stretching or compression of a spring. This is where the 

spring is considered to be in an equilibrium position. In terms of potential energy, the equilibrium position is known as 

the zero potential energy.  

What is Gravitational potential energy? 

Gravitational potential energy is the energy related to the gravitational force. It is the energy stored in an object as 

result of its vertical position or height. For instance, if we take a heavy ball of demolition, the gravitational energy of 

the ball is dependent on the mass and height to which the ball is raised. Objects which have more mass also have 

greater gravitational energy and objects which are elevated higher will have greater gravitational energy. The amount 

http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-elastic-potential-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-elastic-potential-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-elastic-potential-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-elastic-potential-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-difference-between-potential-and-kinetic-energy
http://www.innovateus.net/science/what-elastic-potential-energy


of potential energy an object has, is expressed as  PEgrav = m * g * h, where m is the mass of the object, g is the 

Earth's gravitational acceleration constant (9.8 m/sec2)  and h is the height of the object.  

In simple terms we can say that, an object has gravitational potential energy if it is placed at a height above the 

ground level, and an object is said to have elastic potential energy when if it is in a position that is not its equilibrium 

position.  

What are uses of gravitational and elastic potential energy? 

Gravitational potential energy uses: 

Gravitational potential energy is used for generating hydroelectricity. 

Gravitational potential energy is also used to power clocks where falling weight (pendulum) operates the mechanism 

Elastic potential energy uses:  

Springs are in shock absorbers that are used keep the ride comfortable, while vehicles go over bumps on a road. 

Those springs convert kinetic energy of the vehicle into elastic potential energy, which is dissipated slowly over the 

course of the ride, rather than at the instant the vehicle hits a bump. Springs in clocks (either hand-wound or 

automatic ones that don't need any winding), that slowly translate elastic potential energy into kinetic energy to move 

the gears and the hands of the clock.  Rubber bands or strings in a sling shot or a bow, which translate the elastic 

potential energy into kinetic energy of the shot or the bow. Trampolines that make it fun for everyone to jump without 

getting hurt - the are a perfect example of how energy is continuously converted between kinetic energy (when you 

jump down), elastic potential energy (when the trampoline gets stretched), and gravitational potential energy (when 

the trampoline pushes  you up into the air). 
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TEACHING-LEARNING # 3  WHAT IS GRAVITATIONAL AND ELASTIC POTENTIAL ENERGY                             

Teacher copy  

 

 Image Credit: ux1.eiu.edu  

 

1. Elastic potential energy is the energy which is stored when a body is deformed (as in a coiled spring). The best 

way to understand elastic potential energy is to study the mechanics of an ordinary spring. 2. Energy, in very 

simplistic terms, is the capacity to do work. Energy is transferred between two or more objects that are doing work. 3. 

Usable energy is divided into 2 broad categories - kinetic energy and potential energy. Kinetic energy is the energy 

inherent in a moving object, whereas potential energy is the energy stored in an object because of its position or non-

equilibrium state. 4. This potential energy is classified into gravitational potential energy and elastic potential energy.  

What is Elastic potential energy? 

5. Elastic potential energy is the energy stored in elastic materials when they are stretched or compressed. 6. Elastic 

potential energy can be stored in springs, bungee cords, an arrow drawn into a bow, rubber bands, etc. 7.The amount 

of elastic potential energy is more when there is more stretching. If we take mechanical spring as an example, if there 

is more force needed to compress a spring then it signifies that there is more compression going on (and hence more 

energy is being stored in the spring). 8. For some springs the amount of force is directly proportional to the amount of 

compression and the spring’s stiffness.  

9. There will be no elastic potential energy when there is no stretching or compression of a spring. This is where the 

spring is considered to be in an equilibrium position. In terms of potential energy, the equilibrium position is known as 

the zero potential energy.  

What is Gravitational potential energy? 

10. Gravitational potential energy is the energy related to the gravitational force. It is the energy stored in an object 

as result of its vertical position or height. For instance, if we take a heavy ball of demolition, the gravitational energy of 

the ball is dependent on the mass and height to which the ball is raised. 11. Objects which have more mass also 

have greater gravitational energy and objects which are elevated higher will have greater gravitational energy.  
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12. The amount of potential energy an object has, is expressed as PEgrav = m * g * h, where m is the mass of the 

object, g is the Earth's gravitational acceleration constant (9.8 m/sec2)  and h is the height of the object.  

13. In simple terms we can say that, an object has gravitational potential energy if it is placed at a height above the 

ground level, and an object is said to have elastic potential energy when if it is in a position that is not its equilibrium 

position.  

What are uses of gravitational and elastic potential energy? 

Gravitational potential energy uses: 

14. Gravitational potential energy is used for generating hydroelectricity. 

15. Gravitational potential energy is also used to power clocks where falling weight (pendulum) operates the 

mechanism 

Elastic potential energy uses: 16.Springs are in shock absorbers that are used keep the ride comfortable, while 

vehicles go over bumps on a road. Those springs convert kinetic energy of the vehicle into elastic potential energy, 

which is dissipated slowly over the course of the ride, rather than at the instant the vehicle hits a bump. 17.Springs in 

clocks (either hand wound or automatic ones that don't need any winding) that slowly translate elastic potential 

energy into kinetic energy to move the gears and the hands of the clock. 18. Rubber bands or strings in a sling shot 

or a bow, which translate the elastic potential energy into kinetic energy of the shot or the bow. 19. Trampolines that 

make it fun for everyone to jump without getting hurt - the are a perfect example of how energy is continuously 

converted between kinetic energy (when you jump down), elastic potential energy (when the trampoline gets 

stretched), and gravitational potential energy (when the trampoline pushes  you up into the air). 
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TEACHING-LEARNING # 3      WHAT IS GRAVITATIONAL AND ELASTIC POTENTIAL ENERGY      Student 
Close Notes  

What Is Elastic Potential Energy? 
 

1. Elastic potential energy is the ____________ which is stored when a body is deformed (as in a coiled 

spring). The best way to understand elastic potential energy is to study the _______________of an 

ordinary spring. 

2. Energy, in very simplistic terms, is the capacity to do ________. 

 Energy is ________________ between two or more objects that are doing work.  

3. Usable energy is divided into 2 broad categories - kinetic energy and potential energy. 

_____________ energy  is the energy inherent in a moving object, whereas  

_____________ energy is the energy stored in an object because of its position or non-equilibrium state.  

4. This potential energy is classified into ________________ potential energy and                    

______________ potential energy.   

5. Elastic potential energy is the energy stored in elastic materials when they are 

_____________________ or ___________________ .   

6. Elastic potential energy can be stored in ___________, _______________, _____________ drawn 

into a bow, rubber bands, etc.  

7. The amount of elastic potential energy is more when there is more _______________ . If we take 

mechanical spring as an example, if there is more force needed to _______________ a spring then it 

signifies that there is more compression going on (and hence more __________ is being stored in the 

spring).  

8. For some springs the amount of ___________is directly proportional to the amount of _______________ 

and the spring’s _______________.  

9. There will be no elastic potential energy when there is no _______________or _______________ of a 

spring. This is where the spring is considered to be in an _______________ position. In terms of potential 

energy, the equilibrium position is known as the ______ potential energy.  

What is Gravitational potential energy? 

10. Gravitational potential energy is the energy related to the gravitational force. It is the energy stored in 

an object as result of its vertical position or__________. For instance, if we take a heavy ball of 

demolition, the gravitational energy of the ball is dependent on the ________ and height to which the ball 

is raised.  

11. Objects which have more __________also have greater gravitational energy and objects which are 

_____________higher will have greater gravitational energy.  

12. The amount of potential energy an object has, is expressed as P.Egrav = m * g * h, where m is the 

_____of the object, g is the Earth's _______________acceleration (9.8 m/sec2)  and h is the 

__________of the object.  
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13. In simple terms we can say that, an object has gravitational potential energy if it is placed at a height 

________ the ground level, and an object is said to have elastic potential energy when if it is in a 

position that is _____its equilibrium position.  

 

 

 

What are uses of gravitational and elastic potential energy? 

Gravitational potential energy uses: 

14. Gravitational potential energy is used for generating ___________________. 

15. Gravitational potential energy is also used to power __________where falling weight (pendulum) 

operates the mechanism.   

 

Elastic potential energy uses: 

16. __________in shock absorbers that are used keep the ride comfortable, while vehicles go over bumps 

on a road. Those springs convert kinetic energy of the vehicle into elastic potential energy, which is 

dissipated __________over the course of the ride, rather than at the instant the vehicle hits a bump. 

17. Springs in clocks (either hand-wound or automatic ones that don't need any winding) that slowly 

translate __________potential energy into kinetic energy to move the gears and the hands of the clock. 

18. _______________ or strings in a sling shot or a bow, which translate the __________ potential energy 

into __________ energy of the shot or the bow. 

19. Trampolines that make it fun for everyone to jump without getting hurt - they are a perfect example of 

how energy is continuously converted between __________ energy (when you jump down), 

__________ potential energy (when the trampoline gets stretched), and _______________ potential 

energy (when the trampoline pushes you up into the air). 
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TEACHING-LEARNING # 4     ACTIVITY - ENERGY TRANSFER THROUGH BALLS 

Energy Transfer through Balls 

Energy is constantly changing forms and transferring between objects, try seeing for yourself how this works. Use two 
balls to transfer kinetic energy from the the big ball to the smaller one and see what happens. 

What you'll need: 

 A large, heavy ball such as a basketball or soccer ball 

 A smaller, light ball such as a tennis ball or inflatable rubber ball  

Instructions: 

1. Make sure you're outside with plenty of room. 

2. Carefully put the tennis ball on top of the basketball, holding one hand under the basketball and the other on 
top of the tennis ball. 

Let go of both the balls at exactly the same time and observe what happens. 

TEACHING-LEARNING # 5:  GRAVITY FORCE LABS 

Gravity Force Lab  

This can be done either as an LCD projector or Smartboard activity, with one person (not necessarily the teacher) 

making the changes to the objects.  The whole class watches each simulation and gathers the data for it then 

students answer the questions after each simulation in small groups. Students write their own conclusion to explain 

how the gravitational force between two objects is affected by the mass of each object and the distance between 

them. 
 

Learning Goals:  Students will be able to explain the effects of changing mass or distance between objects on 

gravitational force.  

________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 



GRAVITY FORCE LAB SHEET                                            Name ______________________________   

 

1. Go to http://phet.colorado.edu/simulations\ 
 

2. Look closely and Select New Sims on the sidebar, then Gravity Force Lab.   
 

3. When the simulation first starts, the objects the humanoids are holding are 38 kg for the blue one and 25 kg for 
the red one.  On your paper, write the force in Newtons expressed as scientific notation (for example, 0.0035 is 
written as 3.5 X 10-3) 

 

 Question 1: 

 a)  What is the size of the force of the red object on the blue object? ___________ N 

b) What is the size of the force of the blue object on the red object? ___________ N 
 

4. Increase the size of the red object until it equals the blue object. 
 

 Question 2: 

 a)  What is the size of the force of the red object on the blue object?  ___________ N 

b) What is the size of the force of the blue object on the red object? ___________  N 
 

5. Decrease the size of the red object until it is ½ the mass of the blue object. 
 

 Question 3: 

 a)    What is the size of the force of the red object on the blue object? ___________ N 

b)  What is the size of the force of the blue object on the red object? ___________ N 
 

6.  Try changing the mass of the objects in relation to each other.  Observe the force on each object.  
 

 Question 4: 

 What general rule can you write to explain the forces between objects of different mass? 

 

 If the moon were twice as massive as it is (it is about 1/6 the mass of the Earth), how  would that change the 

 gravitational pull on the Earth? 

 

7.  Increase the blue object’s mass to 50 kg, and the red object’s mass to 30 kg.  Now, move the humanoid holding 

the red object closer to the blue object. 

  

 Question 5: 

 How did the force on the blue object change?  

 

 Question 6: 

 How did the force on the red object change?  

 

8.  Predict what would happen if either humanoid moved further away from the other object. Test it. 

 Question 7: 

 Explain what happened.  

 

Conclusion:  Write a general rule for the gravitational force between objects, that explains the effect of increasing 

mass and greater distance. _______________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

http://phet.colorado.edu/simulations/


TEACHING-LEARNING # 6      NOTES: CHEMICAL POTENTIAL ENERGY 

Chemical potential energy is that which is stored within the bonds of atoms and molecules of a substance. The 

bonds have stored chemical potential energy which is released when they are broken and the substance undergoes a 

chemical reaction. In such processes, conservation of mass is maintained. Bonds are broken and reformed but the 

amount of matter remains unchanged. An example of this principle is in a combustion reaction within a car's engine. 

The gasoline reacts with oxygen when ignited by a spark in the engine. Chemical potential energy that once was 

stored is then released and the car is set in motion. However, conservation of mass still occurs as the mass of the 

gasoline and oxygen equal the products, which are the mass of carbon dioxide and other emissions.  

Chemical potential energy is present in many compounds and chemicals, both naturally occurring and man-made. 

Some other examples of this type of energy include the burning of fossil fuels such as coal, metabolic breakdown of 

food in organisms through digestion, conversion of solar energy into chemical energy by plants through 

photosynthesis, and conversion of electrical energy through electrochemical reactions. In all of these reactions, the 

energy comes from a re-arrangement of electrons in the orbital shells. The nucleus of an atom is not involved in any 

of these reactions. 

The bonds between atoms are the source of all chemical potential energy. Atoms with very strong bonds of the ionic 

or covalent type have relatively low potential chemical energy, as it requires a large amount of outside energy simply 

to break the bonds. Weaker bonds have more potential chemical energy as they require relatively little energy to 

break. Since a strong bond requires a large amount of energy to break, this must mean that when that same bond 

forms, much energy is released. By the same logic, when a weak bond forms, relatively little energy is released. 
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TEACHING-LEARNING # 6 Do Chemical Reactions Absorb or Release Energy? 

When chemical changes happen, is there an energy change as well? Do some reactions give off heat while others 

absorb it? How can you find out? 

Materials:  

4 juice glasses     Epsom salts 

Vinegar          NoSalt salt alternative (contains potassium chloride) 

Scissors      Water 

Steel wool pad     Small spoons 

Packet of dry yeast    Digital instant-read thermometer 

Hydrogen peroxide    Sink or plastic tub 

Baking soda 

Procedure:  

You will make the mixtures shown in the chart below one at a time. Here's how:  

Fill a clean juice glass about half full of the liquid shown in the left column. 

Take and record the temperature of the liquid. 

   

Add to the liquid a little of the material shown in the right column. 

Wait 2 minutes or longer and take the temperature again. Record. 

Repeat the procedure for all five reactions. Use clean materials each time. 

For each reaction, subtract to find the temperature change: 

Ending Temperature - Starting Temperature = Temperature Change 

If your answer is a + (positive) number, the liquid got hotter and the reaction released energy. 

If your answer is a - (negative) number, the liquid got cooler and the reaction absorbed energy. 



Stay Safe 

Don't touch the glasses after the reactants are mixed. Some of them may get very warm. Control spills and fizz-overs 

by doing these experiments in a sink or plastic tub. 

Go Easy 

Try only two reactions: vinegar/steel wool and vinegar/baking soda. Ask an adult to help you calculate and 

understand positive and negative temperature changes. 

Go Far 

Chemical reactions that release energy are exothermic. Reactions that absorb energy are endothermic. You can 

learn more about them using this procedure: 

At your local drugstore, purchase instant cold packs and hot packs—the kind athletes use to relieve strains and 

sprains. Find a brand of cold pack that contains ammonium nitrate and water. Find a brand of hot pack that contains 

calcium chloride and water. You may want to try more than one size or brand. 

  

For each kind of pack you want to test, put a measured amount of room temperature water in a pitcher or bucket. You 

want water deep enough to submerge the pack, but not much more. 

Take the temperature of the water. 

Activate the pack according to the directions on the package. Submerge the pack in the water. Hold it under the 

water's surface with a long-handled, wooden spoon, if you need to. 

Start a stopwatch or timer and take the temperature of the water every minute. 

How well do the packs work? Do some work better than others? 

Note: Do not try this experiment with any electrical or battery-operated device. Do not open the packs or release the 

chemicals inside them. Dispose of them after use according to the directions on the package. 



Show Your Results 

Put temperatures and calculations in a data table like this for "Go" and "Go Easy": 

Reactants Tested 
Starting 

Temperature 

Ending 

Temperature 

Temperature 

Change 

Vinegar/steel wool       

Vinegar/baking soda 

. . .and so on 
      

Make a bar graph showing the temperature change for each reaction. Put the names of the reactions on the 

horizontal axis. Because some of your temperature changes may be expressed in negative numbers, your vertical 

axis will extend both above and below the zero (0) point, like this: 

 

Write a few sentences telling which of your reactions absorbed energy and which released energy. Explain how your 

data support your conclusions. 

 



For "Go Far," use a data table like this: 

Pack 

tested 

Water Temperature 

Temperature 

Change 

0 Minutes 

(Before 

Pack 

Added) 

1 

Minute 

2 

Minutes 

3 

Minutes 

And 

So 

On . 

. . 

Cold 

pack 

brand A 

            

Cold 

pack 

brand B 

            

Hot pack 

brand X . 

. . and so 

on 

            

Tips and Tricks 

You can often tell whether a reaction releases or absorbs energy by feeling the side of the glass. But do not put your 

finger in. Some reactions get hot enough to burn you! 

The hot and cold packs that you warm in the microwave or chill in the freezer are not chemical reactions. They rely on 

simple physical changes, because the grains or gels inside the packs remain the same substance when they warm or 

cool.  

This article is brought to you by: 

 



TEACHING –LEARNING #7 Article: FIVE MAJOR TYPES OF CHEMICAL REACTIONS 

By Jack Brubaker, eHow Contributor  

Chemists classify chemical reactions into four or more categories based on the reaction's 
characteristics. The categories provide a convenient means for chemists to describe 
reactions and for students to predict a reaction's products. Opinions vary on the number of 
chemical reaction types. Some texts list only four types: combination, decomposition, 
replacement and double replacement. Other texts may also include combustion, acid-base 
and oxidation-reduction reactions. Furthermore, some reactions can be correctly 
categorized into two different reaction types.  

1. Combination 

o Combination reactions, also known as synthesis reactions, involve the 
combination of two or more substances into a single new substance: 

A + B ---> AB 

Many metal oxides, for example, absorb carbon dioxide  (CO2) from the air to 
form carbonates: 

CaO(s) + CO2(g) ---> CaCO3(s) 

2. Decomposition 

o Decomposition reactions represent the reverse of the combination process 
in that one substance breaks down into two or more substances: 

AB ---> A + B 

Water, or H2O, for example, decomposes into its constituent elements when 
subjected to an electric current: 

2 H2O(l) ---> 2 H2(g) + O2(g) 

3. Single-Replacement 

o Single-replacement reactions occur when an element replaces one of the 
elements in a compound: 

A + BX ---> AX + B where X represents the atom being exchanged. 

Many metals, for example, react with acids to produce hydrogen and a metal 
salt: 

Zn(s) + 2 HCl(aq) ---> ZnCl2(aq) + H2(g) 

 

http://www.ehow.com/list_6973896_five-major-types-chemical-reactions.html
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4. Double-Replacement 

o Double-replacement reactions involve two compounds exchanging 
elements: 

AB + CD ---> AD + CB 

Double-replacement reactions commonly occur when one of the products is not 
soluble and precipitates out of the reaction solution  as a solid: 

CaCl2(aq) + Na2CO3(aq) ---> CaCO3(s) + 2 NaCl(aq) 

5. Combustion 

o Combustion reactions occur when substances, particularly those 
containing carbon, burn in the presence of oxygen to produce carbon dioxide 
and water: 

CxHy + O2 ---> CO2(g) + H2O(g) 

Methane, for example, with chemical formula CH4 combusts as: 

CH4(g) + O2(g) ---> CO2(g) + 2 H2O(g) 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ehow.com/list_6973896_five-major-types-chemical-reactions.html


TEACHING-LEARNING ACTIVITY #7:  CARTOON CHEMISTRY 

Types of Chemical Reactions -     Describe the chemical reaction illustrated below each diagram:                             

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Type of reaction: ________________________________ 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Type of reaction: ________________________________ 

 

 



 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Type of reaction: ________________________________ 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________ 

Type of reaction: ________________________________ 

 

 



TEACHING-LEARNING ACTIVITY #8:  ACTIVITY: Chemistry in a Bag Demonstration 

BY Liz LaRosa     www.middleschoolscience.com 

  

Objectives: 

 to observe chemical reactions. 

 to observe changes in pH. 

 to do a burning splint test. 

Materials: 

  

 sandwich size zip top bag 
(x3) 

 2 plastic spoons 

 2 tbsp calcium chloride (x3) 

 2 Tbsp. baking soda (x3) 

 1 test tube of water (x3) 

 30 mL of Phenolphthalein* 
(x3) 

 matches 

 wooden splints 

 goggles, gloves, lab apron 

* You can substitute  Phenolphthalein with Cabbage Juice if you have safety concerns or are doing this as a lab 
instead of a demo.  Follow instructions for Cabbage Juice as indicated. 

SAFETY:  Always try the experiment yourself first and make sure that all the steps are followed so you know what to 
expect and can answer questions as they come up. 

  

Procedure Bag 1: 

1. Place 2 tsp of baking soda into the bag. 

Add 30 mL of Phenolphthalein to the bag. (Skip this step if you are using Cabbage Juice) 

Massage the bag to mix the contents. 

VERY CAREFULLY - lower the test tube containing 30 mL of water upright  into the bag.  (OR Lower a small cup or 

beaker with 50 ml of Cabbage Juice as a substitute). Do not let any spill out. 

2. Have a student help you hold the test tube by squeezing the test tube gently from the outside of the bag 
while you squeeze the excess air out and seal the bag. 

3. Hold the test tube and bag up and slowly spill the water out of the test tube (while the bag is still sealed).  
The contents will turn bright pink. Cabbage Juice will turn greenish blue for a base and purple-ish for neutral, 
pink for acid 

4. Pass the bag around and have students look at and feel the contents of the bag.  At this point, they will see 
the baking powder dissolving and the contents turning pinker. 

Procedure Bag 2: 

1. Place 2 tsp of calcium chloride into the bag. 

2. Add 30 mL of Phenolphthalein to the bag. (Skip this step if you are using Cabbage Juice) 

3. Massage the bag to mix the contents. 

4. VERY CAREFULLY - lower the test tube containing 30 mL of water upright  into the bag.  (OR Lower a 
small cup or beaker with 50 ml of Cabbage Juice as a substitute) Do not let any spill out. 

5. Have a student help you hold the test tube by squeezing the test tube gently from the outside of the bag 
while you squeeze the excess air out and seal the bag. 

6. Hold the test tube and bag up and slowly spill the water out of the test tube (while the bag is still sealed).  
The contents will turn bright pink and start to get warm. Cabbage Juice will turn greenish blue for a base and 
purple-ish for neutral, pink for acid 

7. Pass the bag around and have students look at and feel the contents of the bag.  At this point, they will see 
the calcium chloride dissolving and the contents turning pinker and getting warmer. 

http://www.middleschoolscience.com/


Procedure Bag 3: 

1. Place 2 tsp of baking soda into the bag. 

2. Place 2 tsp of calcium chloride. 

Add 30 mL of Phenolphthalein . (Skip this step if you are using Cabbage Juice) 

Massage the bag to mix the contents. 

VERY CAREFULLY - lower the test tube containing 30 mL of water upright  into the bag.  (OR Lower a small cup or 

beaker with 50 ml of Cabbage Juice as a substitute)  Do not let any spill out. 

Have a student help you hold the test tube by squeezing the test tube gently from the outside of the bag while you 

squeeze the excess air out and seal the bag. 

Hold the test tube and bag up and slowly spill the water out of the test tube (while the bag is still sealed).  The 

contents will turn bright pink. Cabbage Juice will turn greenish blue for a base and purple-ish for neutral, pink for acid 

3. Pass the bag around and have students look at and feel the contents of the bag.  At this point, they will see 
the baking powder and calcium chloride dissolving, foaming, bubbling, instead of pink, it will become 
clear/white, and the bag will be warm.  As the bag is passed around, it will start to inflate and puff out. 

 

At this point, you will have all 3 bags on your table.  You can have the students compare the 3 bags and discuss what 
is the same, what is different, why it was important that you did the same procedure for each bag etc.  Have students 
try to guess why the 3rd bag is puffy and not pink, etc. 

  

  

Procedure - Part 2: 

1. After you have discussed what happened in the three bags, have a student come up and light a match for 
you. 

2. While you hold the wooden splint, have them light the splint with the match.   

3. Have another student hold the 3rd bag.   

4. Tell the student to open the bag then you will quickly place the burning splint into the bag.   

5. The flame will go out (even though the kids hope for a huge explosion!) and you can have them guess why it 
went out. 

  

Observations Part 1: 

  

  Color? Heat Produced? Foam or Bubbles? Gas? 

Bag 1         

Bag 2         

Bag 3         

  

Observations - Part 2 

  

What happened when you placed the splint into the 3rd bag? Why?  ________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

  

 

 

 



Analysis and Results: 

  

1)   Was there a change in pH?  How do you know? ______________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

2)   What happened to the contents of the bags? ___________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

3)   Without opening the bags, how can you tell if a gas was produced? __________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

  

4) ADVANCED -    This equation tells us what chemical reaction happened in the bag.  Identify and count the 
 elements on each side of the "yield" sign:  

  

2NaHCO3 + CaCl2 -----------> CaCO3  + 2NaCl  + H2O + CO2 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

5)   Place a CIRCLE around the Calcium Chloride.  Place a SQUARE around the Salt. Place a TRIANGLE around 
 the Water. 

6)   What gas was produced in this reaction? ____________________________________________ 

7)   Was there a change in temperature?  How can you tell? ________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

  

  

Conclusion: 

  

2-3 Sentences on what you learned. 

  

Teacher Notes: 

 You might want to double bag the bags if you pass them around. As the kid massage the bag, small tears in 
the bag may occur.  The 3rd bag may burst, it gets pretty full and tight. 

 The Phenolphthalein turns pink in a base and clear for an acid/neutral. 

 Cabbage Juice will turn greenish blue for a base and purple-ish for neutral, pink for acid 

 Go over safety procedures for how to use matches, some students are afraid of matches or have never used 
them before. 

 Do NOT  do a flame test for bags 1 & 2, it will ignite.  (Phenolphthalein is flammable) 

 Click for MSDS info for  Phenolphthalein : https://fscimage.fishersci.com/msds/96382.htm                                       

 

https://fscimage.fishersci.com/msds/96382.htm


 

TEACHING-LEARNING #10   DIRECTIONS FOR TRAMPOLINE APPLET  
 

Norman has just aquired a new high-tech trampoline which will greatly increase his jumping power! Help 
him try it out and at the same time learn something about the vertical component of ballistic motion. 
 
How Do I Use It? 
To run this simulation press the "ok" button and take a moment to look over the data on the left side of 
the screen. Now press "start". You can pause the simulation at any time by pressing the "stop" button. 
Press start again to unpause it or press the "reset" button to make the input area reappear. 
 
The input area, which is inside the blue box, allows you to control the speed with which Norman jumps 
and the strength of gravity. 
 
As you run the program you may observe the changes in Norman's height, velocity, kinetic energy and 
potential energy in the data area to the left. 
 
 
Things to Try 
Observe that as Norman's height increases his speed decreases and he gains more potential energy. 
Watch the balance between kinetic and potential energy and notice that when Norman reaches his 
maximum height he has 100% potential energy and 0% kinetic energy. Although the values for both 
types of energy are always changing Norman's total energy stays the same. 
 
Change the gravity strength from 100 (Earth's strength) to 260 (Jupiter's strength). How does this affect 
how high Norman jumps? 

 

 
 

 



 
AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT     Activity: RUBBER BAND LAUNCHER 
 
For the authentic assessment, students use Popsicle sticks, tape and a rubber band to build a machine that can 
launch a marshmallow. Students investigate the relationship between the amount of stretch from the rubberband on 
their launcher and the height a marshmallow travels. The only energy in the system must come from the rubber band.    
 
Problem - How does the gravitational potential energy of a marshmallow depend on the elastic potential energy of 
the rubber band launcher? 
 
Materials 
Popsicle sticks, rubber bands, marshmallows, marker, metric ruler, meter stick, balance, masking tape 
 
Procedure 
1. Construct the launcher.  

2. Use a balance to find the mass of the marshmallow in grams. Record the mass. 

3. Before each trial, measure the amount of stretch of the rubber band by noting where the markings on the launch   
 pad line up with the amount of pull back on the rubberband. Record the stretch measurements. 

4. Launch the rocket using three different amounts of stretch. Measure the height the marshmallow travels. 

 
Directions for Trampoline Applet:  Norman has just acquired a new high-tech trampoline which will greatly increase 
his jumping power! Help him try it out and at the same time learn something about the vertical component of ballistic 
motion. 
 
How Do I Use It? 
To run this simulation press the "ok" button and take a moment to look over the data on the left side of the screen. 
Now press "start". You can pause the simulation at any time by pressing the "stop" button. Press start again to 
unpause it or press the "reset" button to make the input area reappear. 
 
The input area, which is inside the blue box, allows you to control the speed with which Norman jumps and the 
strength of gravity. 
 
As you run the program you may observe the changes in Norman's height, velocity, kinetic energy and potential 
energy in the data area to the left. 
 
 
Things to Try 
Observe that as Norman's height increases his speed decreases and he gains more potential energy. Watch the 
balance between kinetic and potential energy and notice that when Norman reaches his maximum height he has 
100% potential energy and 0% kinetic energy. Although the values for both types of energy are always changing 
Norman's total energy stays the same. 
 
Change the gravity strength from 100 (Earth's strength) to 260 (Jupiter's strength). How does this affect how high 
Norman jumps? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
5.  Extra Credit:  find the amount of energy from the rubber band by measuring the maximum height and mass of the 
marshmallow.  Find the gravitational potential energy for each amount of stretch. 

 
      Gravitational potential energy = Mass x Gravitational acceleration x Height 
      (mJ)                  (g)                   (9.8m/sec2)   (m)  

Since mass is measured in grams, the unit of energy is the millijoule (mJ), which is one thousandth of a joule.  
 
 
Record the results in the data table. 
 

Amount of 
Stretch 

(cm) 

Height 
(Trial 1) 

(m) 

  Height 
 (Trial 2) 

(m) 

Height 
(Trial 3) 

(m) 

Average 
Height (m) 

 

Gravitational 
Potential 

   Energy   
     (mJ) 

      

      

      

 
 

Analyze and Conclude 
Write your answers on the back of this sheet or on a separate sheet of paper. 
1. Which variable in your data table is the manipulated variable? the responding variable? How do you know? 
2. Graph your results. Show gravitational potential energy on the vertical axis and amount of stretch on the horizontal 

axis. 
3. What measurement is related to the elastic potential energy in this experiment? 
4. Look at the shape of the graph. What conclusions can you reach about the relationship between the gravitational 

potential energy of the rocket and the elastic potential energy of the rubber band? 
5. How do you think the amount of energy before the rocket was released compares to the amount of energy after the 

rocket was released? Account for any losses. 
 
Think About It  
1. Besides the amount of stretch, what other variables might affect the height to which the marshmallow travels? 
2. Have you been able to control these variables in your experiment? Explain why or why not. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



SCIENCE: GRADE 8 

 

FORCES AND MOTION (3 WEEKS)    

SYNOPSIS:   Students will realize that the motion of objects in our world can result from different forces acting in 
contact or without making contact with the object. Students will investigate how the forces of gravity, magnetism and 
electricity can act at a distance to cause motion.  Students see how the motion of an object is related to forces which 
affect its speed and/or direction.  Students will analyze a selected sport or activity in terms of the forces and motions 
involved in performing at least five different movements and relate how specific laws of motion are attributed to the 
examples.   

 

Enablers: PreK-2: Forces are pushes and pulls. Forces are required to change the motion of an object. Magnetic, gravitational 

and electrical forces act without touching. Grades 3-5: The amount of change in movement of an object is based on the mass* of 

the object and the amount of force exerted. The speed of an object is defined and calculated. Direct contact forces were 

addressed. Grades 6-7: An object’s motion can be described by its speed and the direction in which it is moving. An object’s 

position and speed can be measured and graphed as a function of time.  

STANDARDS   

PS.8.1 Forces between objects act when the objects are in direct contact or when they are not touching.  

 a. Magnetic, electrical and gravitational forces can act at a distance.  

 
LITERACY STANDARDS    

 RST.3 Follow precisely a multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical 

tasks. 

     RST.4 Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a 

specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 6–8 texts and topics. 

 WHST.7 Conduct short research projects to answer a question (including a self-generated question), drawing on several 

sources and generating additional related, focused questions that allow for multiple avenues of exploration.  

 
VOCABULARY 

force attraction gravitational force unbalanced force drag effect 

newton repulsion electric force acceleration  

net force  gravity magnetic force deceleration  

vector mass electromagnet kinetic friction  

field model weight balanced force static friction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



TEACHING-LEARNING TEACHER NOTES 

1. Teacher asks groups to discuss three questions and give examples for each: What is a force? 
What does a force do or cause to happen? What happens if two forces are acting on something 
at the same time? Students work in small groups to answer questions; groups share out. 
Teacher discusses webpage examples on Forces of Nature (attached) and class discusses 
other forces which are evident in everyday life. (PS.8.1) 

  
2. Teacher asks students what they could demonstrate for the class that would show the definition 

of the word force; several students give examples and explain how it fits the definition of force. 
Students make list of different types of forces; teacher records and asks if all forces act the 
same way to cause a change in the motion or direction of an object; class discusses question. 
(see lesson attached) Teacher introduces contact and non-contact forces; students view 
webpage information about different kinds of forces and make a list with examples for each. 
(PS.8.1)                              
website – http://www.physicsclassroom.com/Class/newtlaws/u2l2b.cfm  

 

3. Teacher introduces a field model which can be used to explain how two objects can exert forces 
on each other without touching. Teacher shows websites to explain what is happening with 
gravitational field, electric field, and magnetic field as an area around the object and anything 
that entered would feel a force. Students record notes and draw and label diagrams from 
teacher’s notes to illustrate the concepts taught; students are introduced to a field, vectors, 
attraction/repulsion, and that strength of a field decreases with distance and increases with the 
size of the charge producing the field. (PS.8.1; PS.8.1a) ( RST.4) 
website: Field Basics - http://www.physics4kids.com/files/elec_field.html           
website: Vector Basics – http://www.physics4kids.com/files/motion_vectors.html  

 

4. Teacher uses webpages to explain that an object is thought to have a region of influence, called 
a field, surrounding it; students receive copies of webpages on which they highlight important 
terms and concepts. Students carry out activities to explore magnetic fields (attached).  
(PS.8.1; PS.8.1a)  
website: Magnetic Field Basics – http://www.physics4kids.com/files/elec_magneticfield.html 
website: Earth’s Magnetic Field – http:// www.geography4kids.com/files/earth_magfield.html 

5. Teacher asks question - How are electricity and magnets similar? Students read article 
(attached); class makes list of the similarities. Class discusses fact that electric and magnetic 
fields are linked and that cellphones, television, electrical power are consequences of that 
linkage.  Teacher shows PPT to explain how electric and magnetic fields are so closely related; 
students highlight facts in article which explain how electricity and magnetism are related. 
(PS.8.1; PS.8.1a)        
PPT- http://www.powershow.com/view/2100d3-
NDQyZ/Electricity_and_Magnets_powerpoint_ppt_presentation 

 

6. Teacher demonstrates electric and magnetic field models (directions attached); students 
summarize what they observe for each demonstration that proves that a field is present.  
(PS.8.1; PS.8.1a)                                 
Students can: 
      - observe that magnetic fields can be created by simply coiling wires around a round        
        object and passing current through this coil.  
      - make electric motors.   (Note attached – teacher makes distinction between motors and     
        generators. )         
      - see how a magnet affects a music cassette tape or a compass  
(optional) Student can build their own electromagnet (directions – 
http://www.sciencebob.com/experiments/electromagnet.php ) 

 

 

#1. Forces of Nature – 
(attached page 13) 
 
 
 
 
#2. Forces Between 
Objects Lesson attached  
page 14 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#4. Activities -Exploring 
Magnetic Fields attached  
on pages 15-20 
 
 
 
 

 

#5. Article:  What Are 3 
Similarities Between 
Magnets and Electricity? 
attached pages 21-22 

#5. Article – Relationship 
Between Electricity and 
Magnetism attached page 
23 

 
#6. Directions for Field 
Model Demonstrations 
attached page 24 
 
#6. Notes – Difference 
between motors and 
generators attached page 
24 
 
 
 

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/Class/newtlaws/u2l2b.cfm
http://www.physics4kids.com/files/elec_magneticfield.html
http://www.physics4kids.com/files/elec_field.html
http://www.physics4kids.com/files/motion_vectors.html
http://www.physics4kids.com/files/elec_magneticfield.html
http://www.geography4kids.com/files/earth_magfield.html
http://www.powershow.com/view/2100d3-NDQyZ/Electricity_and_Magnets_powerpoint_ppt_presentation
http://www.powershow.com/view/2100d3-NDQyZ/Electricity_and_Magnets_powerpoint_ppt_presentation
http://www.sciencebob.com/experiments/electromagnet.php


TEACHING-LEARNING TEACHER NOTES 

7. Teacher asks class what a wrecking yard, a rock concert and your front door have in common; 
students make guesses. Teacher shows class an industrial electromagnet and students read 
accompanying article to answer the teacher’s opening question.  Students are shown a video 
on the same page (Electromagnetic Pulse Effect); class discusses how this would affect 
communications and technology worldwide.  (PS.8.1; PS.8.1a)     
website: http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/electromagnet.htm 

 

8. Teacher shows video which explain what the Earth’s Magnetic Field is and why it’s important to 
conditions on Earth; class discusses how this magnetic field can be disrupted and what results 
are experienced on Earth. (click at middle of page- video version of this story may be found 
here). 

Teacher plays audio and students read report of Dec. 16, 2008: NASA's five THEMIS spacecraft 
discovered a breach in Earth's magnetic field ten times larger than anything previously thought 
to exist. Solar wind can flow in through the opening to "load up" the magnetosphere for powerful 
geomagnetic storms. (PS.8.1; PS.8.1a)  (RST.4)   
website: http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2008/16dec_giantbreach/ 

 

9. Teacher uses webpage- Intro: Gravity and Force of Attraction to introduce Newton’s Ideas and 
Law of Universal Gravitation; students complete “Look-fors” as it is discussed. Students do 
pair/share reading text pgs. 20-25 and take turns summarizing the material. (PS.8.1; PS.8.1a)     
  

10. (optional) Teacher introduces activity: Exploring Pendulums which helps students understand 
concepts related to how gravitational forces act on objects by exploring the motion of 
pendulums; based on their observations of the movement of pendulums, students begin to 
understand the relationship between gravitational forces and the mass of objects, the changes 
in speed and direction of objects, and the distance between objects. (PS.8.1; PS.8.1a)   
(WHST.7; RST.3)  
activity - http://www.ohiorc.org/record/424.aspx  or http://sciencenetlinks.com/lessons/exploring-
pendulums/   

 

16. Teacher explains the difference between friction and drag; students observe friction 

animations to consider the effects of different surfaces on a rolling ball.  Class gathers data from 

three trials for each surface tested; data is recorded on the board for students to analyze and 

summarize. Class discusses how and where friction interferes with motion in real-life.  (Note - 

Read directions carefully and practice first – the control panel starts the countdown for the ball 

to move; the stopwatch times the motion of the ball). (PS.8.1) 

animations-   (may have to google) 

http://learningcenter.nsta.org/my_learning_center/sciguides/files/ball_across_surfaces.swf. 

http://learningcenter.nsta.org/my_learning_center/sciguides/files/ball_flat_track.swf  

#7.  Article on 
Electromagnets attached 
pages 25 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#9. “Look-fors”  Intro: 
Gravity and Force of 
Attraction attached on 
pages 26-27 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

TEACHER CLASSROOM ASSESSMENT TEACHER NOTES 

1.  2 pt. and 4 pt. response questions  
2.  Science Notebooks – includes students work on labs, activities, literacy standards   
3.  Quizzes  
4.  Out of class work – research 

 

 

TRADITIONAL  CLASSROOM ASSESSMENT TEACHER NOTES 

1.  Unit Test    

http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/electromagnet.htm
http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-nasa/2008/16dec_giantbreach/
http://www.ohiorc.org/record/424.aspx
http://sciencenetlinks.com/lessons/exploring-pendulums/
http://sciencenetlinks.com/lessons/exploring-pendulums/
http://learningcenter.nsta.org/my_learning_center/sciguides/files/ball_across_surfaces.swf
http://learningcenter.nsta.org/my_learning_center/sciguides/files/ball_flat_track.swf


 

 

AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT TEACHER NOTES 

1. The laws of force and motion deal with forces acting upon a body and the resulting motion of that 
body.  One interesting application of these laws involves the various actions and reactions that occur 
in all kinds of sports. Students analyze a selected sport or activity in terms of the forces and motions 
which are involved in performing at least five different movements.  Students must relate their 
understanding of the basic laws of motion to the applied forces and resulting motions. Students must 
provide labeled pictures and/or diagrams to reference the exact details of their analysis. (RST 4; 
WHST.7) 

2. Students evaluate their goals. 

Notes for Authentic 
Assessment attached 
on page 38 

 



Increase Decrease Stay the same 

Increase Decrease Stay the same 

Increase Decrease Stay the same 

MOTIVATION #1 PRE-TEST: GRAVITY 
Name: ________________________________________ 

Pre-TEST Gravity and Orbits  

1. Choose the picture you think shows the gravity forces on the Earth and the Sun. 

(a longer arrow to represents a big  force, and a shorter arrow represent a smaller force) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  How would these gravity forces change if the Sun got much bigger? 

 

 

 

3.  How would these gravity forces change if the Earth was much closer to the Sun? 

 

 

 

4.  How would these gravity forces change if the Earth got much smaller? 

 

 

 

5. Choose the picture of how the Earth would move if you “turned off” the gravity forces. 



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 



Motivation Activity #2:  Anti-Gravity Water 

Amaze your friends by making water defy gravity. 

 

Water in rivers, in a glass, or falling from clouds obeys gravity. It's going to fall towards the 

ground because of the physical pull of the earth. But, what if we told you that you could turn a 

glass of water completely upside down and the water wouldn't fall to the floor? That's what 

happens in the Anti-Gravity Water demonstration. It's a simple experiment that dramatically 

demonstrates the amazing physical properties of water.  

Materials 

 Tall glass with a round edge 

 A handkerchief 

 A pitcher of water 

 Bowl or sink 

 Experiment 

 Video 

 Reviews 

http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/experiment/anti-gravity-water#experiment
http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/experiment/anti-gravity-water#video
http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/experiment/anti-gravity-water#review


1.  

 

 

http://www.stevespanglerscience.com/uploads/images/Anti-Gravity%20Water%201.png


Drape the handkerchief over the glass, making sure that you push the center of the 

handkerchief down into the glass.  

2. Fill the glass 3/4 full with water by pouring water into the middle of the handkerchief. 

3. Slowly pull the handkerchief down the sides of the glass making it taut (stretched tightly 

across the surface of the glass). Grip the ends of the handkerchief at the bottom of the 

glass. 

4. Place one hand 

over the mouth of 

the glass and 

turn it over 

with the other 

hand. 

5. Pull the lower 

hand away 

from the glass 

(slowly) and 

the water 

should stay in 

the glass! This 

just goes to 

prove that the 

handkerchief 

has anti-gravity 

properties. The 

thunderous 

applause will drown out the cries of, "How did you do that?" 

6. For the big finish, put your hand over the mouth of the glass and turn the glass right-side 

up. Remove the handkerchief from the glass and pour the water back into the pitcher. Of 

course, take your well-deserved bow. 

How does it work? 

Most people predict that the water will leak through the holes in the handkerchief because the 

water leaked through the holes as it was poured into the glass. The holes in the handkerchief 

literally disappeared when the cloth was stretched tightly across the mouth of the glass. This 

action allowed the water molecules to bond to other water molecules, creating what is called 

surface tension. The water stays in the glass even though there are tiny holes in the handkerchief 

because the molecules of water are joined together to form a thin membrane between each 

opening in the cloth. Be careful not to tip the glass too much because you'll break the surface 

tension and surprise everyone with a gush of water! 

 

 

 



Teaching-Learning #1:  Forces of Nature 

Forces are a big part of physics. Physicists devote a lot of time to the 
study of forces that are found everywhere in the universe. The forces 
could be big, such as the pull of a star on a planet. The forces could 
also be very small, such as the pull of a nucleus on an electron. Forces 
are acting everywhere in the universe at all times.  

Examples of Force 

If you were a ball sitting on a field and someone kicked you, a force 
would have acted on you. As a result, you would go bouncing down the 
field. There are often many forces at work. Physicists might not study 
them all at the same time, but even if you were standing in one place, 
you would have many forces acting on you. Those forces would include 
gravity, the force of air particles hitting your body from all directions (as 
well as from wind), and the force being exerted by the ground (called 
the normal force).  

 
Let's look at the forces acting on that soccer ball before you kicked it. 
As it sat there, the force of gravity was keeping it on the ground, while 
the ground pushed upward, supporting the ball. On a molecular level, 
the surface of the ball was holding itself together as the gas inside of 
the ball tried to escape. There may have also been small forces trying 
to push it as the wind blew. Those forces were too small to get it rolling, 
but they were there. And you never know what was under the ball. 
Maybe an insect was stuck under the ball trying to push it up. That's 
another force to consider.  
 
If there is more than one force acting on an object, the forces can be 
added up if they act in the same direction, or subtracted if they act in 
opposition. Scientists measure forces in units called Newtons. When 
you start doing physics problems in class, you may read that the force 
applied to the soccer ball (from the kick) could be equal to 12 Newtons.  

A Formula of Force 

There is one totally important formula when it comes to forces, F = ma. 
That's all there is, but everything revolves around that formula. "F" is 
the total (net) force, "m" is the object's mass, and "a" is the 
acceleration that occurs. As a sentence, "The net force applied to the 
object equals the mass of the object multiplied by the amount of its 
acceleration." The net force acting on the soccer ball is equal to the 
mass of the soccer ball multiplied by its change in velocity each second 
(its acceleration). Do you remember the wind gently blowing on the 
soccer ball? The force acting on the ball was very small because the 
mass of air was very small. Small masses generally exert small forces, 
which generally result in small accelerations (changes in motion).  

Forces and Vectors 

We cover the details of vectors later in the unit. A vector can be used to represent any force. A force vector 

describes a specific amount of force that is applied in a specific direction. If you kick that soccer ball with the same 

force, but in different directions, and you get different results...  

 

http://www.physics4kids.com/files/motion_velocity.html
http://www.physics4kids.com/files/motion_velocity.html
http://www.physics4kids.com/files/motion_vectors.html


TEACHING-LEARNING #2   FORCES BETWEEN OBJECTS Lesson 

  Teacher asks students what they could demonstrate for the class that would show the definition of 
the word force; several students give examples and explain how it fits the definition of force. Students make 
list of different types of forces; teacher records and asks if all forces act the same way to cause a change in 
the motion or direction of an object; class discusses question.  Teacher introduces contact and non-
contact forces. 

Teacher asks class to give real-world examples of forces acting in direct contact with an object to either 
make it move or change its direction; students share their examples. Teacher asks if these kinds of forces 
are always visible; students may consider air resistance and friction as exceptions.  Teacher records student 
examples in column on T-chart (contact forces).  

Teacher asks if it is possible for a force to make an object move or change its direction without touching it 
and when would that occur; students offer their ideas which are recorded (non-contact forces).  

Teacher gives students this prompt: Imagine that you and a friend are tossing a baseball. When you 
throw the ball it leaves your hand going fast and, if your friend is far enough away, will eventually slow down 
enough to fall to the ground. Why doesn't the ball continue in the same direction forever? What causes it to 
fall to the ground?   

Teacher explains that there are many forces acting upon the ball that make it fall to the ground. A force is a 
push or pull. Forces make things speed up, slow down, and change direction. When you throw the 
baseball, you are applying a force to it. When your friend catches the ball, they are also applying a force to it 
to make it stop. But there are also many forces acting on the ball in between you and your friend. They are 
non-contact and contact forces.  

Teacher asks:  What two forces are acting on the ball while it is in the air?  (a mini-movie of this is 
available for Smartboard at http://misterteacher.com/science/forces.html 

Non-Contact Forces 

While the ball is in the air, one force acting on it is gravity. Gravity pulls the ball down to the earth without 
touching it. This means it is an example of a non-contact force, or a force exerted on an object that does not 
make contact with it. Another example of a non-contact force is magnetism. Read more about magnetism. 
(click on this later in the unit) 

Contact Forces 

There is another forces acting on the ball while it is in the air. While the ball travels to your friend, it is 
experiencing air resistance. You have experienced air resistance before: while sticking your hand out of the 
window of the car or riding your bike into the wind. Air resistance is an example of a contact force. The air is 
actually in contact with the ball and slows it down. Another example of a contact force is friction. Read more 
about friction. (click on this later in the unit) 

http://misterteacher.com/science/forces.html
http://misterteacher.com/science/forces2.html
http://misterteacher.com/science/forces2.html
http://misterteacher.com/science/forces2.html


Teaching – Learning #4 

 



 



 



 



 

 



TEACHING-LEARNING #5 Article: What Are 3 Similarities Between Magnets and Electricity? 

 Thomas Bourdin, eHow Contributor 

 

 
In magnets and electricity, magnetic poles and electric charges behave in a similar manner.  

The subjects of electricity and magnetism have held a fascination throughout history. As our 
understanding of these two subjects became clearer, it became more and more obvious that these 
two seemingly unrelated subjects were closely related. Magnets and electricity have many 
similarities, and the two entities are deeply intertwined at the physical level.  

Opposites Attract; Likes Repel 

o In electricity, there are two types of charges: positive and negative. When two opposite 
charges are brought close together (for example, a positive and a negative charge), they will attract each 
other, and a force will bring the two charges together, whereas two similar charges (for example, two 
negative charges) will repel each other with an identical force as two opposite charges attract but in the 
opposite direction. In magnetism, the same principles apply; however, a single magnet contains two 
"poles": a north pole (which aligns with the north pole of the Earth) and a south pole. In magnets, much as 
in electricity, like poles repel each other while opposite poles attract each other. 

Inverse Square Law 

o A field is a physical entity that allows one object to influence another object over a 
distance. For example, a positive electric charge can influence a negative electric charge by attracting it 
over a distance without the two objects actually coming into contact. In the case of both magnetism and 
electricity, this influence is subject to the inverse square law; that is, the field strength is inversely 
proportional to the square of the distance between two objects. For example, if the distance between two 
magnetic poles is 3, then the field strength between the two will decrease by a factor of 9. 

Potential Energy 

o Potential energy is stored within an object and can be made available for other types of 
energy. Potential energy is usually related to an object's position within a force field; therefore both electric 
and magnetic objects are subject to potential energy. There are two important types of energy. 
Electrostatic potential energy is created by a stationary electric charge. This type of energy leads to the 
concept of voltage, which is used in many everyday applications. The second type of potential energy is 

http://www.ehow.com/info_8105339_3-similarities-between-magnets-electricity.html
http://www.ehow.com/info_8105339_3-similarities-between-magnets-electricity.html


electrodynamic, which is created by moving electric charges and acts on magnets. This suggests a deeper 
relation between electricity and magnetism. 

Electricity and Magnetism Influence and Create Each Other 

o As you can see, magnetism and electricity have many commonalities. However, in 1864, 
physicist James Clerk Maxwell discovered that these two subjects are even more closely linked. What he 
found was that electricity and magnetism are two manifestations of the same fundamental property called 
electromagnetism. To summarize Maxwell's equations, as they became known, stationary electric charges 
are the source of both electric fields while moving charges (i.e., electric currents) are responsible for 
magnetic fields. Furthermore, he found that changing electric fields can produce changing magnetic fields 
and vice versa. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 



TEACHING-LEARNING #5  Article: Relationship Between Electricity and Magnetism 

Alissa Pond Mentzer, eHow Contributor  

 
An electromagnet causes the fan blades to turn. 

Magnetism and electricity involve the attraction and repulsion between charged particles and the forces 
exerted by these charges. The interaction between magnetism and electricity is called electromagnetism. 
The movement of a magnet can generate electricity. The flow of electricity can generate a magnetic field.  

Magnetic Fields and Electric Current 

o Magnetism causes a compass needle to point north, unless it is in the presence of a different 
magnetic field. In 1820, Hans Christian Oersted observed that a compass needle did not point north when 
he held it near an electric current flowing through a wire. After further experimentation, he concluded that 
the electric current in the wire produced a magnetic field. 

Electromagnets 

o Electric current flowing through a single loop of wire does not generate a very powerful magnetic 
field. A coil of wire looped many times makes a stronger magnetic field. Placing an iron bar inside the coil 
of wire makes an electromagnet which is hundreds of times stronger than the coil alone. 

Electric Motors 

o When an electric current flows through a loop or coil of wire, placed between the two poles of an 
electromagnet, the electromagnet exerts a magnetic force on the wire and causes it to rotate. The rotation 
of the wire starts the motor. As the wire rotates, the electric current changes directions. The continuous 
change in direction of the current keeps the motor running. 

Electromagnetic Radiation 

o Together, magnetic fields and electric current make waves called electromagnetic radiation. One 
part of a wave carries a strong electric field, while a magnetic field is in another part of the wave. When an 
electric current weakens it generates a magnetic field. As the magnetic field weakens it generates an 
electric field. Visible light, radio waves and X-rays are examples of electromagnetic radiation. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

http://www.ehow.com/facts_7369988_relationship-between-electricity-magnetism.html


TEACHING-LEARNING #6   DIRECTIONS for FIELD MODEL Demonstrations 

An object is thought to have a region of influence, called a field, surrounding it. When a second object with 
an appropriate property is placed in this region, the field exerts a force on and can cause changes in the 
motion of the object. 

Magnetic fields can be created by simply coiling wires around a round object and passing current through 
this coil. Middle school students can make electric motors, find out how a balloon can be charged with static 
electricity and see how a magnet affects a music cassette tape or a compass. 

An Electric Motor  (see also: http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/motor4.htm) 

Middle school students can understand the principles of how an electric motor works by understanding how 
electromagnets and magnetic fields work. They can create electromagnetism by using some simple 
household items. Wrapping loops of wire around a nail and connecting it to a battery will create magnetism 
and a magnetic field. The nail will have a north and south pole, or a positively and negatively charged end, 
when connected with the battery, and it will perform just like a traditional magnet. 

Audio and Video Tape 

Magnets are converted into magnetic strips and used to store information. In audio and video tapes, the 
sound and images are stored on the magnetic coating of the tape. The tape, coated with a metal powder, 
changes with fluctuations in the magnetic field. Middle school students can try placing old audio or video 
tapes near a strong magnet and observe that the data encoded inside the tape is destroyed. This 
experiment demonstrates how magnetic fields interact with each other. 

Unseen Magnetic Fields 

Middle school students can try an experiment with a compass and an electrical current to understand 
electromagnetism and electrical fields. If a wire is connected to a battery so that a current flows through the 
wire, then the wire is held above a compass, the compass needle will align itself with the magnetic field in 
the wire rather than pointing toward true North. The electrical current flowing through the wire creates a 
magnetic field around it. As students watch the effects of the electrical current on the compass needle, they 
will understand the power of something that they cannot see. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
TEACHING-LEARNING #6  NOTES: MOTORS AND GENERATORS   
 Electric motors convert electrical energy into mechanical energy. Motors are in blenders and washing 

machines. Both motors and generators have magnets (or electromagnets) and a coil of wire that creates its 

own magnetic field when an electric current flows through it.  

Generators convert mechanical energy into electrical energy and are used to produce electrical energy in 

power plants. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/motor4.htm


TEACHING-LEARNING #7 

Article:  How Do Electromagnets Work? 

What do a wrecking yard, a rock concert and your front door have in common? They each use 
electromagnets, devices that create a magnetic field through the application of electricity. Wrecking yards 
employ extremely powerful electromagnets to move heavy pieces of scrap metal or even entire cars from 
one place to another. Your favorite band uses electromagnets to amplify the sound coming out of its 
speakers. And when someone rings your doorbell, a tiny electromagnet pulls a metal clapper against a bell. 

Mechanically, an electromagnet is pretty simple. It consists of a length of conductive wire, usually copper, 
wrapped around a piece of metal. Like Frankenstein’s monster, this seems like little more than a loose 
collection of parts until electricity comes into the picture. But you don’t have to wait for a storm to bring an 
electromagnet to life. A current is introduced, either from a battery or another source of electricity, and flows 
through the wire. This creates a magnetic field around the coiled wire, magnetizing the metal as if it were a 
permanent magnet. Electromagnets are useful because you can turn the magnet on and off by completing 
or interrupting the circuit, respectively. 

Before we go too much farther, we should discuss how electromagnets differ from your run-of-the-mill 
"permanent" magnets, like the ones holding your Popsicle art to the fridge. As you know, magnets have two 
poles, "north" and "south," and attract things made of steel, iron or some combination thereof. Like poles 
repel and opposites attract (ah, the intersection of romance and physics). For example, if you have two bar 
magnets with their ends marked "north" and "south," the north end of one magnet will attract the south end 
of the other. On the other hand, the north end of one magnet will repel the north end of the other (and 
similarly, south will repel south). An electromagnet is the same way, except it is "temporary" -- the magnetic 
field only exists when electric current is flowing. 

The doorbell is a good example of how electromagnets can be used in applications where permanent 
magnets just wouldn’t make any sense. When a guest pushes the button on your front door, the electronic 
circuitry inside the door bell closes an electrical loop, meaning the circuit is completed and “turned on.” The 
closed circuit allows electricity to flow, creating a magnetic field and causing the clapper to become 
magnetized. The hardware of most doorbells consist of a metal bell and metal clapper that, when the 
magnetic charges causes them to clang together, you hear the chime inside and you can answer the door. 
The bell rings, the guest releases the button, the circuit opens and the doorbell stops its infernal ringing. 
This on-demand magnetism is what makes the electromagnet so useful. 

In this article, we’ll take a closer look at electromagnets and discover how these devices take some pretty cool 
science and apply it to gizmos all around us that make our lives easier.

http://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/frankenstein-monster.htm
http://science.howstuffworks.com/electricity.htm
http://science.howstuffworks.com/iron.htm


TEACHING-LEARNING #9:  “LOOK-FORS” Intro: Gravity and Force of Attraction 

 
 1. In 1666, what two things did Newton say were caused by gravity? 
 
 
 

2. In his paper Principia, Sir Isaac Newton's looked at the motion of objects in ____________and  
 
_______________ situations under the influence of a _______________forces. 

 
 
3. What is a centripetal force? 
 
 

4. The results in Newton's papers were applied to __________bodies (aka planets), projectiles, or  
 
__________objects near the Earth. 

 
 
 5. He demonstrated that the __________were attracted toward the __________. 
 
 6. And then he generalized that all heavenly bodies (__________) and __________in general was mutually  
 _______________  towards one another. 
 
 7. Newton defined gravity as the force of _______________between objects due to their__________. 
 
 8. Newton wrote The Law of Universal____________________ which states: 
  

 - All objects in the universe _________________________through gravitational forces.  
 
- The __________of the force depends on the _______________of the objects and the  
  _______________ between these objects. 
 
 9. Newton stated two rules for Law of Universal ____________________:   

                            1) The Gravitational force _______________ as the mass of the object_______________. (increases/decreases) 

                            2) The Gravitational force _______________as distance between the objects__________. (increases/decreases) 

 

 10.  How do weight and mass compare in terms of gravitational force? 

 a.  ________ is the measure of the gravitational forces on an object. 

 b._________ is the amount of matter in an object. 

 c. ________ stays the same no matter where it is located. 

 d. ________ will change depending upon the amount of gravitational forces action upon it. 



FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS: Explain your ideas based on Newton’s Law of Gravitation 

1.  Based on Newton’s Law of Gravitation, why is the gravity on the moon so different from the gravity on the 

Earth? 

 

 

2. If there is another planet with a larger mass than the Earth, and it originally started at a distance from the 

moon equal to the distance that the Earth is from the moon, would the moon revolve around the Earth or the 

other planet?  Why? 

 

 

 

3. How does gravity affect the difference between mass and weight? 



 

AUTHENTIC ASSESSMENT -Notes 

The laws of force and motion deal with forces acting upon a body and the resulting motion of that body.  One interesting application of 
these laws involves the various actions and reactions that occur in all kinds of sports. Students analyze a selected sport or activity of their 
choice.  

 

Newton's laws can be found in most of the sports and other activities that children participate in. Some examples: 

- You have to pedal a bicycle hard and fast to get going because of inertia. You have to brake hard and can't stop instantly due to 
momentum.(First Law of Motion) 

- Getting a ball to go where you want it to go is a matter of applying the correct force in the correct direction. (Second Law of 
Motion) 

- Things that happen when you are skating (roller or ice) and pushing or pulling each other (as in hockey) are governed by action-
reaction. (Third Law of Motion) 

There are lots of other applications of Newton's Laws of Motion to such activities. Just think about all of the motion involved and 
the forces needed to produce the motion and you will see them.  

  These are a great sites for basketball -   

Read more: http://www.livestrong.com/article/401393-isaac-newton-laws-of-motion-in-basketball/#ixzz2Pdrv1T1i 

Read more: http://www.livestrong.com/article/380134-laws-of-motion-in-basketball/#ixzz2PdsCgpGl 

Read more: http://www.livestrong.com/article/554751-unbalanced-forces-when-playing-basketball/#ixzz2PdsNzUGa 

Read more: http://www.livestrong.com/article/80145-laws-motion-apply-basketball/#ixzz2PdstFKfR 

Read more: http://www.livestrong.com/article/480262-the-physics-of-basketball-player-hang-times/#ixzz2Pdx3G6tb 

Read more: http://www.livestrong.com/article/377909-physics-shooting-basketball/#ixzz2Pdxs0jRC 

Check out our awesome range of sports science videos - http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/videos/sports/ 

 

 

 

  

http://www.livestrong.com/article/401393-isaac-newton-laws-of-motion-in-basketball/#ixzz2Pdrv1T1i
http://www.livestrong.com/article/380134-laws-of-motion-in-basketball/#ixzz2PdsCgpGl
http://www.livestrong.com/article/554751-unbalanced-forces-when-playing-basketball/#ixzz2PdsNzUGa
http://www.livestrong.com/article/80145-laws-motion-apply-basketball/#ixzz2PdstFKfR
http://www.livestrong.com/article/480262-the-physics-of-basketball-player-hang-times/#ixzz2Pdx3G6tb
http://www.livestrong.com/article/377909-physics-shooting-basketball/#ixzz2Pdxs0jRC
http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/videos/sports/


 

8th Grade  
Careers in Science and Engineering:  

Research Project  
 
 

SAFETY  
 

 

ADVANCED  

PREPARATION  
 
 
 

MATERIALS  

 
 

•
• 
 
 
• 
 

 
 
 
• 
 
•
• 

 
 
All Lab Safety Rules Apply  
Practice all internet safety requirements  
 
 
Obtain Computer Access for each student (Computer Lab, Laptop  
Cart, iPads if available)  

 
 
Possible Project Supplies as necessary (Computer, poster board, paper,  
markers, etc.)  
Project Guidelines  
Rubric for Presentation  

 
 

Objective: Students will choose a career in a field of Science or Engineering.  
 

What is the teacher doing?  What are the students doing?  
 

 
 
 
 
 

RESEARCH  
(2-3 Days)  

• 
 
• 
 
• 
 
• 
 
 
 
 
• 
 
 
• 

Remind students of research  
and note taking strategies.  
Remind students of proper use of 

the computer and internet.  
Distribute Project Guidelines 

and Rubric to Students.  
Direct students to the following  
website:  
www.sciencebuddies.org and  
have them click on "Science 

Careers".  
Facilitate discussion with  
students about their chosen 

career.  
Help students identify necessary 

information as necessary.  

1. Visit the website at instructed  

by your teacher.  

2. Browse the various careers  

and choose one you are 

interested in.  

3. Take notes about your chosen  

career on notebook paper or in 

Science Notebook.  

4. Find a second source to  

gather information from.  

5. Make sure you have fulfilled  

all requirements on the  

Project Guidelines and Rubric.  

 

Objective: Students will create a final project using the research information  
they have obtained. This project should be done in an approved format from the teacher 

and completed in his or her own words.  
What is the teacher doing?  What are the students doing?  

• Present students with choices  1. Choose a final project to  

PROJECT  for final project  create.  

CONSTRUCTION  
(2-3 Days)  

o Powerpoint Presentation  

o Prezi Presentation  

o SMARTBoard Presentation  

• If you want to do a project not  

presented by teacher, get 

approval first.  

o Brochure  2. Complete project in your own  

o Display Board  words.  

o Movie Poster  

 
 1 

http://www.sciencebuddies.org/


o Any other project idea  

approved by teacher  

• Facilitate discussions with  

students as they complete  

their projects to ensure they  

are meeting all requirements.  

 
What is the teacher doing?  What are the students doing?  

 
 

CLASS  

PRESENTATIONS  
(2-3 Days)  

• Use the rubric to assess  

students presentations  

1. Presenting Research Project to  

the class  

2. Following all guidelines  

presented in project rubric  

3. Using visual aid (presentation,  

poster, brochure, etc.) to help  

display information  
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Name: _____________________________________ Date: ________________ Period: ________  
 

 

Science Career Research Project  
 

 

Visit http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/science_careers.shtml to  

search for a career in science.  
 

Choose a career from the following categories:  
• Earth & Physical Sciences  
• Life Sciences  
• Engineering  
• Math & Computer Sciences  
• Health  

 

Select a career and gather information from the areas of:  
• What do they do?  
• Key Facts & Information  

o Overview, Key Requirements, Minimum Degree, Subjects to Study in High School,  
Median Salary, Projected Growth, Read an Interview of someone in the field,  
and Related Occupations  

• Education • On 

the Job  
o Nature of the Work, Work Environment, On the Job, Companies that Hire  

 

Students must select one other source to gather information for their project. This  

source must be sited along with the Science Buddies Site above.  
 

Once students have completed their research, they will construct a project to present.  
 

Project options:  
• Powerpoint Presentation  
• Prezi Presentation  
• SmartBoard Presentation  
• Brochure  
• Display Board  
• Movie Poster  
 

 

Due Date: ______________________________  
 

Career Chosen:  
 

_________________________________________  
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http://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/science_careers.shtml


Category  

 
Title of occupation.  

 
 
Description of profession  
 

 
 
Key Requirements  

5 

The title of the  
occupation is clear to  
the audience  
 

Full Description,  
including typical  
responsibilities and skills.  

Requirements that are  
important for success in  
this occupation are 

listed and explained  

3 
 

Title is present but not  
clear  
 

 
Part of description  
missing  
 

Requirements that are  
important for success in  
this occupation are  
listed  

1 

 
Title is hard to find  
 
 
Minimal description  
present  
 

 
Requirements are  
mentioned  

0 
 

Not  
included  
 

 
Not  
included  
 

 
Not  
included  

 

 
 
 

Education and Training  

• 
 
• 
 

 
 
• 

Includes minimum  
degree required 

Lists any licenses,  
certificates,  
credentials, etc., 

required.  
Lists courses to take 

in high school.  

 

 
 
Includes two of the  
three required pieces 

of information.  

 
 
 
Education/training is  
mentioned.  

 
 
 
Not  
included  

 

 
 

Approximate Pay Scale  
 
 
 
 
Interview Summary  
 

 
 
Describe the Typical  
Work Environment &  
Setting  

 
Sources Used and Cited  

 
 
Neatness/Creativity  

Pay for this profession is  
listed. Include a bar  
graph showing how this 

career compares the US  
Mean Annual Wage  
and US Minimum Wage  

Include a summary of  
one of the interviews 

available about your 

career.  
Thorough description of  
where an individual in  
this profession might be  
found working is 

included.  
Two sources are cited  
correctly.  
It is apparent that much  
time and energy was  
invested in the  
appearance of the 

project.  

 

 
Part of the Pay for this  
profession is listed. Bar 

graph included.  
 

 
 
Summary is brief and  
missing key details.  
 
Description of where an  
individual in this  
profession might be  
found working is 

included.  
Two sources used, but  
may not be cited.  

Time and energy was  
invested in the  
appearance of the 

project.  

 
 
Bar Graph not  
included.  
 
 
 
Summary is mentioned  
but incomplete.  
 

 
 
Work Environment  
Briefly mentioned.  

 
Less than 2 sources  
used, or not cited.  

 
Appears to have been  
thrown together.  

 
 
Not  
included  
 
 
 
Not  
included  
 

 
 
Not  
included  

 
Not  
included  

 

 
 
 
 

Presentation  

 
• 
 
• 
 

 
• 
 
• 

 

Appropriate tone of  
voice was used.  
Student made eye  
contact with 

audience.  
Visual Aid was used 

and easy to see.  
Written in your own 

words.  

• 
 

 
• 
 

 
• 
 

 
• 

Some appropriate  
tone of voice was 

used.  
Student made  
some eye contact 

with audience. 

Visual aid was  
present, but hard 

to see.  
Written in your own 

words.  

 
• 
 
• 
 

 
•
• 

 
Presentation was  
hard to hear.  
Eye contact not  
made with 

audience.  
No visual aid used. 

Not written in your 

own words.  

 
 
 
 

Did not  
Present  

 

TOTAL  _________________/50  
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